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AMUSING FOR "F. D

Is 'Represented By Rehabili
tation Loans To 3900
Farm Families

Subscription* *3 00 per year payable
n advance: single copies three cent*.
Calling attention to the familiar
Advertising rate* based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
quotation “If winter comes, can
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
|
The Rockland Gazette was established spring be far behind?" Ralph T.
ln IMS. In 1874 the Courier was estab v. .
tx,™
hed and consolidated with the Oa- viola, supervisor of the Farm Sezette in 1882 The Free Press was es
tablished ln 1855 and In 1891 changed curlty Administration here is in
s name to the Tribune These papers
viting eligible farmers to make their
consolidated March 17. 1897

applications new for rehabilitation
loans. "Eligible farmers” include
Problems often are solved by
those unable to obtain necessary
•» faith after Intellect has failed
operating credit from the usual
—War Cry
sources and willing to place their
farms on an efficient operating
basis under trained supervision. Mr,
Viola, whose office is Room 3, Odd
Fellows building, Belfast, handles
Will the Fish Wardens Of requests for assistance in Hancock,

President Roosevelt is having lots of fun this winter keep
ing the electorate guessing as to whether he will run for a
third term. He has defied all of the efforts of shrewd newshounds to smoke him out, and doesn’t say aye, yes or no when
his Cabinet members boost him for that distinction. Con
servative Democrats differ in their views, and with equal posi
tiveness. Meantime the Chief Executive is like Ol’ Man River.

THE KAISER IS BETTER
Despatches from Doom, Holland, state that former Kaiser
Wilhelm’s health Is improved. Time was when the world
would have been less concerned, but when we think of Hitler
and Stalin;we can’t help Indulging in the idea that exKaiser Wilhelm is a pretty good feller.

By Four Divisions

Maine Conduct Work— K,10x and Wald° counties
i •
1 "it ls none t0° ear,y10 app'yfor a
Com r Greenleaft r
Explains
loan for the n€w crop year.. Mr
Re-organization of the Sea and Vlola stat*d "You
Ending
Shore Fisheries warden force into cr«<^ * <>"»' one of several steps
four divisions with a supervisor in taken to aid deserving farmers
charge of each group will take place
ln our re*
ln the near future, according to habilitation program. First and
Commissioner Arthur R Greenleaf. foremost of those is the drawing up
He said that the move would be of a farm management plan by the
made to increase the efficiency of applicant and his wife with our
his organization and that the su help—a sort of insurance that the
pervisors would be selected from the loan will be used to put the family
back on its feet, and that it will
present personnel.
Under the new set-up, which will ^entually be repaid.
Since each plan ls based on the
be patterned after that of the De
Individual
farm's productive ca
partment of Inland Fisheries and
Game, the wardens of each division pacity and on the individual fam
will be ln close contact with their ily’s needs, It often requires consid
supervisor at all times and the di erable time to draw up. Every
vision heads will hold regular con spring, applicants are turned away
because they apply too late to per
ferences with the Commissioner •
Greenleaf believes that this will mit the proper working out of farm
enable him to keep in closer touch management plans for the year.
with his entire force at a reduced That is why we urge any farmer
cost. “Under the present arrange I who feels that he will need a re
ment It is rather expensive to call habilitation loan to come in as soon
he men into the office individually as possible and talk over his prob
and I have difficulty in keeping an lems.’’
Another reason exists for filing
accurate check on the activities of
i an early application, the supervisor
the force," he said.
The coast will be divided into pointed out, when the farmer's debts
Portland, Rockland, Mt. Desert and ire beyond the capacity of his farm
Jonesport divisions with from six to to pay. In such cases, Farm Secur
ight men in each group Oreenleaf ity attempts to secure friendly ad
said that he would choose his su justments between the fanner and
pervisors from the standpoints of his creditors. This Farm Debt Ad
length of service, character and justment Service is available also
ability and that his selections would to farmers who do not need FSA
be announced ln the near future credit.
Rural rehabilitation loans total
The supervisors will do their pres
ent Jobs along with their new ones ling *5.400.000 have already been
he said, and predicted that the ma®e to 3900 farm families in this
new plan will give the younger men State for the purchase of livestock
and other
ln the Department something to
production goods. These families
really work for.
have started on the way to economic
Independence by following farm
plans based on estimated producing
_____
capacity, and by providing for meetI want to know when the Maine ing most of their subsistence needs
State Prison was a wooden build- on the farm.
Ing. I have a souvenir cup and j Interested farmers may call at
saucer that has a picture on them of the FSA office. Room 3. Odd Pelthe prison, showing a 34 story lows Bldg., Belfast, on Mondays, be
wooden structure with an ell. and tween the hours of 8 30 a. m. and
would like to know about how old 4 30 p . m Applications may also be
the souvenir ls. Who knows?
mailed to the FSA office.
Katherine Veazie
Rockland, Jan. 11.

WE WANTERKN0W!

May Open Plant

PUBLIC SUPPER
By Bine Bonnet Girl Scoots

Universalist Vestry
Saturday, January 13
5.00 to 7.00 r. M.

Chemical Concern Wants
Cod Livers, Not Now Ob- j
tainable In England

ARE SUN SPOTS SIGNIFICANT

Spots on the sun at this time are declared by astronomers
to be "most astounding." They may be responsible lor our
prolonged cold wave; they may be responsible for blizzards
In Finland—yes, they may even be responsible for the Third
Term threat.
7.
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THE SPHINX NEVER TELLS

Nearly 2000 tourists photographed the Sphinx in Egypt
every day during the 1938 season, until the war began. Every
body who can get there makes a snapshot of the Sphinx,
but nobody seems to be able to quote him.

WHEN IT COMES TO PREDICTIN’

Senator Burton K. Wheeler, Democrat of Montana, pre
dicts that President Roosevelt will not seek a third term, but
that he cannot predict what he will do about the Presidency
himself. Neither he nor President Roosevelt can predict what
the voters will do.
O---------- O—
0

KILLING TO SAVE
(Herald Tribune)

Shooting buffalo was never regarded as much of a sport.
The animals ran in herds and could be pursued on horseback.
Although dangerous when panicky, and occasionally known
to attack men, they kept as a rule to themselves and avoided
hunters almost as cautiously as do deer. This ls why the fifty
hunters, drawn by lot, who are to be permitted to shoot buffalo
in Arizona this winter will have little sport. In fact, so hemmed
about by regulations are the hunters that they will be little
more than duly authorized executioners. Forest rangers will
indicate the animals that may be shot and will help single
them out from the herd. All that the huntsmen will have to
do will be to aim properly and Are. There will not even be
any chase.
Why. under the circumstances, permit this killing? The
answer ls to be found in the fact that whenever wild animals
are protected not only from their human enemies but also from
‘‘varmints’’ their tendency Is to increase more rapidly than
the pasture and feed available for them. This Is particularly
true ln the House Rock Valley, where Arizona's buffalo herd
ls still concentrated. It lies on the north rim of the Grand
Canyon, east of the Kaibab Plateau and west of Lee’s Ferry.
It is a barren tract, with little rainfall, and never well suited
for the pasturing of buffalo. For upward of thirty years, how
ever, a herd has been kept there and has apparently prospered
—as witness the need to kill off the old bulls and cows so as
to leave more pasturage for the younger stock.
This herd was established primarily through the efforts
of the late “Buffalo" Jones and ’’Uncle Jim" Owens. About
thirty years ago the animals were driven down from the
region near northern Idaho to the House Rock Valley because
that was then one of the most remote and Inaccessible spots
in the United States. On the adjoining Kaibab Plateau
excellent summer feed was to be found. In the House Rock
Valley was fair winter pasturage The herd interbred with
Hereford cattle and produced what "Buffalo" Jones called
"cattalo.” Today there is said to be still a streak of Hereford
blood in most of the House (Rock herd
'
Fortunately, the protected herds of buffalo have continued
to increase tn numbers in various parts of the United States
and in Canada. As a result, this species, once on the verge of
extinction, is now sure of perpetuation. But the preservation
of the herds especially under the comparatively unfavorable
conditions which exist ln Arizona, is not free from complica
tions. In the House Rock Valley there Ls a maximum number
which can be pastured—unless feed Is brought ln from the
outside When, as happened a few years ago with the deer on
the adjoining Kaibab Plateau, the animal population out
strips the pasturage, it becomes necessarv to kill off enough
animals so that the survivors can And enough to eat. By shoot
ing the old buffalo and the cattalo In the House Rock herd a
better chance of life Is being assured for the younger gener
ation.

Its supply of codfish livers, for erstown, Pa., will open a processing
merly obtained from England and
plant tn Maine if a sufficient quanti
now shut off because of the war. a
ty of raw material could be assured.
chemical manufacturing firm of MySea and Shore Fisheries Commis
sioner Arthur R Ortenleaf said re
cently that officials of the concern
had conferred with him several times
and that his organization was con
ducting a survey to Ascertain how
many livers might be avkilable dur
ing an average year.
By Col. Edwin H. Cooper, D. S. C.
The concern states that it would
be willing to pay around three cents
a pound for the livers and could use

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE

Peace Time FINLAND
With Comment* On the Recent Crisis

MOTION PICTURES in COLOR
Of the Country We All Admire snd
Know So Little About

: : SPECIAL : :

GRAPHIC—STORY

ADDRESS BI-

Professionally Photographed

MAYOR
E. R. VEAZIE

All in Color

MUSICAL FEATURES

SATURDAY,
JANUARY 13
ROCKLAND
COMMUNITY
BUILDING
8.00 P. M.

Admission 35 Cent*

The Vale of Dreams, Schmeil
La Spagnold,
Bolero
Finlandia,
Sibelius
Mr. Constantine
Conductor of Knox County
Men's Singing Club
At Dawning.
Cadman
The Old Refrain,
Kreisler
Until,
Sanderson
By Miss Emerson
of New Vork and Warren
Finnish Coffee Service
in costume
15c per cup

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
(NEW AND USED

Only 25% down payment
'

OTIS DEAN
TEL. 418,

CAMDEN, ME.

6* It
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soclatlon chairmen. The same pro- ,
visions to be made for members of ,
the press.
J. H. Hobbs of Camden, not a •
member of the Association, was

“The Black Cat”

State Association Met Here Yesterday-George
C WilXI
n
•1
I
XT- 1» *ranted privilege to address the
S. Williams New Preside)
b.
President—Last Nights meeting and wanted to know if
J the pass privilege extended to own
ers and trainers of horses and was j
Banquet Was a Jolly Affair
, assumed it did. "We are not mil- j
' lionalres,” said Jose, "and don't
First Vice President—George E. believe in putting a burden on men 1
Hill. Norway.
who are trying to race horses."
I
Second Vice President—Arthur
The warmest discussion at theI
Lawson. Cumberland.
afternoon meeting concerned a I
Secretary—James S Butler. Lew proposition offered by the ground |
iston.
men to collect the concession fee in 1
Treasurer—F W. Hill. Bangor.
advance and that a blacklist be
Letters of regret were read from sent to other fairs embracing those
who did not pay.
Fred Dattmer, an Old Orchard
concessioner, thought that such an
arrangement might necessitate the
j I use of an armored truck. "Many of
us are unable to pay the full amount
before the show opens," he said.
George Hill of South Paris
thought that quality instead of
j I quantity should characterize the
midway "Weed out the sharpshooters", he said, “and the others can
pay.’’
The motion to indeAnltely post
pone the committee's report was
carried unanimously.
The meeting closed with the offer
of Keith S. Field of the Depart
ment of Agriculture staff to do
publicity work for any fair which
might desire it.

The Maine Association of Agri
cultural Fairs held its annual meet
ing at the Community Building yes
terday afternoon ana any friction
which may have been expected be
Bv The Rovinc Reporter
tween the fair managers and the
horse owners was wiped out in a
jiffy by the prompt acceptance of
With every drink of water you
the committees report relative to
Imbibe do you see as I do that set
premiums and entrance fees.
ting of great scenic beauty. Mir
The matter may have been a
ror Lake? Covered now with ice
burning issue at Topsham last fall,
and snow and several feet below its
carry.ng with it the threat of a
normal height, it is still a picture
sit-down strike, but the committee
upon which the eye rests fondly
worked calmly upon it yesterday
with lofty mountains stretching off
forenoon, and when the report was
to the northward, and westward. If
presented to the general meeting In
we were to see a scene of equal
the afternoon there was nobody
beauty ln some foreign land what
to say nay to the committee’s find
marvelous letters we would write
home, yet here we have It In our
ing ,
back dooryard, and probably few
The report called for a minimum
persons think to sound its praises.
purse of *100 per heat, with an en
It is an application of the old adage:
trance fee of 4 percent, with no de
"A prophet ls not without honor,
duction or refunds.
save in his own country."
“Finally," said the report, “we
recommend that the secretary of
Tlie cold winter winds may whistle
the Associatalon notify horse own
about our domiciles and our coal
ers, and only those who are in the
bins may give back a hollow hound
habit of, or are known to be in
when struck by the shovel, but
terested in races in Maine, and that
Clarence Leonard of Union, who
Maine Association of Agricul- there is one comforting thought.
our action, here taken, be sent to
the horsemen’s magazines as are presided over Uie annual meeting. tural Falrs numbers now 16 organl- The sun ls rising a little earlier, and
_______________________________ zations — Presque Isle, Bangor, abiding with us a little longer each
generally circulated in the eastern
Gov.
Lewis O Barrows and the Skowhegan, Union, Damariscotta, day.
part of the United States"
^**lston- South Paris,
This report was signed by Wil commissioner of agriculture, Frank
P Washburn
Cumberland, Gorham, Cornish, AcMy nephew William 8. Healey of
liam H. Hinman, Clayton H. Steele.
Prominent In the audience was ‘^ ^burg, Farmington, Blue Hill Los Angeles has my thanks for
Samuel A. Woodman. R. M. Mc
j,.
. .
and Athens.
copies of Los Angeles newspapers
,
_ _ ,
Kinley, W. L. Robertson, W. B. Frank O. Trott, turf editor of the
.
. .
. , .. i James S. Butler of Lewiston, who descriptive of the Southern Cali
Boston
Globe,
who
stands
very
high
.
.
..
Cauletta, H. S. Irish and George
, . ,, . .
has been the secretary of the Asso- fornia-Tennessee football game ln
*
E. Hill, and was accepted by unani m the regard of Maine horsemen I ciatlon fQr „ ypars has
Mr Whitman who has handled broader know.,ed
of Maine falrs the Pasadena Rose Bowl and the
mous vote.
Clarence Leonard of Union, who the Pari-Mutuel since it was intro- , and Mainp rapp trapks than any Tournament of Roses.
Hp waJ
presided over the meeting in his duced at Union, and who has made other pprson m thp
"Orchids to The Courier-Gazette
capacity as president was succeeded the rounds of the other fairs In able t0 report yesterday tllat slx „
in that officeby George S. Williams Maine, said he had worked within th,, jg organizations comprising the fcr the thrilling new mystery by Ben
vice p:esident and general man- tire reelings of the State, and had Maine Association of Agricultural Ames Williams now running in The
ager of the Central Maine Power , found the commissioners' way the jxdlrs u ..out of tllf red..
others, I Courier-Gazette," writes Charles
Company, representing Windsor .easiest way.
i unfortunately, are still using that Emery, who has done quite a bit of
fair
I Earle Hayes of Windsor Fair said ' ki,ld of lnk> on amounts varying | story writing on his own hook. “It’s
The president-elect spoke briefly. that the meeting of the secretaries from *3000 to $83,000. Blue Hill and ■ going to be the most intriguing
"Either one are going to work to- j had furnLshed lots of headaches. Farmington were the only fairs 1 serial, judging from the first chap
gether or not at all," he said., "The matter of passes.’ he said, “Ls ahead of the game a few years ago. ter, that your newspaper, has ever
printed,” says Mr. Emery.
The Pari-Mutuel was the means
“Either we are right or the horse- |a problem which will stay with us
man are right. We must eliminate j a while."
The committeerec- ' of putting four
of thefairs out in
Down In Tampa, Fla., a man was
dissension or raise two questions— ommendedthat annual passes, not
front.
excused from Jury service for what
the State stipend and opposition exceeding 10. be Issued over lheThe total handle
ofthePari-Muto the Pari-Mutuel."
j signature of the secretary, and pre-I tuel last year, according to Becre-1 tlie Judge deemed a very sufficient
reason. It seems he had advertised
The other officers elected yester- sented to officials of each fair as- tary Butler’s statistics was *1,371.400.
for a new secretary, and expecting
day were:
' soclatlon, to be honored by all os-I
(Continued on Page Four)
a dozen good looking girls to call at
hts office he wanted to be there to
Interview them.

a large amount.
Oreenleaf said that several other
firms confronted with the loss of »
European supply of raw materials
were looking over the Maine situ
ation. Several years ago a chemi
cal firm from Philadelphia pre
dicted eventual war and opened a
kelp processing plant ln Rockland
for the extraction of algln. Former
ly its supply was received from
France.
Oreenleaf told of an Interesting
new development in the fisheries by
products field. For several years a
Lubec plant has been extracting
pearl essence from herring scales
After the lustre was removed the
scales were thrown away. This year
the concern discovered that glycerine
could be extracted profitably from
the lustreless scales and produced
a considerable quantity.

Girl Scouts and Childrin
under 12 years, 15c
Adults 35c

A VITAL-TIMELY—

THE MEN WHO RUN THE FAIRS

[EDITORIAL]

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

THREE CENTS A COPY

Underwear sale, Sarah Linnell
Hat Shop. Copper Kettle; slips,
house coats, negligees greatly re
duced—adv.
4*5

It cost money to be a Democrat on
Jackson Day. The banquet m Bos
ton, for instance, was *25 a plate.
Ralph W, Robert, chairman of the
State Parole Board, is on a diet but
paid the price, because he wanted
to hear the oratory. He ate two
eggs on toast.

If there ls any old-timer who can
remember a longer stretch of near
zero and sub-zero weather than we
have been having the past three
weeks let him step forth and de
clare It and he shall be heard. I
will not guarantee that he will be
believed.
“If reports are true,” says the
Lewiston Sun. “a break ln the near
ly two-year old *30.000 robbery at
the Auburn Automobile Reglstra’lon Bureau, ls due any day now.
ft Is said detectives have practically
completed their work on the case;
have made their report to the propr authorities and that Immediate
iction would come was no surprise
o those in the know of what has
>cen golngon the past few months
Unofficial reports have it that two
nd possibly three persons will be
nvolved, and that when, and If the
ase Is opened up there will be some
eal sensational revelations."

There was food for much thought
n Mayor Veazie’s talk at last night's
banquet. Rockland Is indeed well
located to serve as a convention city,
and the Community Building ls an
ideal place in which to hold large
gatherings. Many of yesterday's
visitors representing all sections of
the State were frankly amazed and
delighted with this plant.
—o—
The highway department is cov
ering itself with glory this winter,
through the manner in which it
has been sanding the icy sidewalks.
There's no fun walking if a missteep
is likely to plunge you Into a hos
pital.

Above ls shown one of the most intriguing sections of the new Central Maine plant. It is in the basement,
the main electrical service board, installation made by House-Sherman, Inc, and Francis E. Havener, from
plans by the company engineers. If you know what this means, it is a 3-phase 4-wire 120>E<)8 volt system for
lighting and a 220 volt system for power and heating.
Central Maine Power Company augmented for the purpose. As an district, Robert Hudson, lighting
original souvenir each guest was engineer, Spofford Giddings, asslstcertainly held the Main street
presented with a 100 watt electric ant to the manager of the Northern
spotlight when their handsome new light bulb and few missed the de- division, Ruel Soule, Waterville dloffices were thrown open to public licious buffet luncheon served under ( vision sales manager and Earle
inspection. Fifteen hundred per the direction of Miss Ruth Cluff of Hayes of Windsor. An especially
sons inspected the quarters and de the Home Economics department, warm welcome was accorded Messers
parted enthusiastic in their ap /who also demonstrated roasting and Hudson and Soule, former Rockland
residents.
allied activities.
proval. Big names in Maine’s busiFloral pieces, baskets and sprays
Among the distinguLshcd guests
oess, political and civic life ap- ; noted were George S. Williams, gen- were noted from Boston. New Hamp
peared on the attendance record 1 eral manager of the Central Maine, shire, Portland, Augusta and other
and the floral messages of congratu- william Wyman, his assistant, A. T. cities as well as a great number from
One year ago: Fire destroyed Elias
lation were as beautiful as It was 1 Littlefield, commercial sales man- well wishing local firms and lndi- Ranta’s dwelling house on the St,
ever Rockland’s fortune to see at ager, Harold D. Jennings, treasurer viduals. Tlie parting shot smiling Georges River road. Dr. James Kent,
onetime.
[of the company, Harold Schnurle of 8pofford Giddings gave Div. Mgr, health officer, disputed the report
The great throng was conducted j the Governor's Council, William Blodgett summed up the sentiments that there was diphtheria in the
through the main floor departments 1 Robinson,, superintendent of the of all the company visitors with city; last case was nine years ago,
and basement by courteous com Gardiner district, Ralph Kennison,, "Bert, I wish you could move this he said^Byron F. Herrick, 77, died
'in Camdeu,
pany employes, the local staff being manager of the central southern whole outfit to Waterville,"

1

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
The Business, Fixtures, Equipment, Machinery
and Good Will of the
ACETYLENE WELDING, MACHINIST AND
BLACKSMITH BUSINESS
Conducted at 4 WATER STREET, ROCKLAND, by the late
R. A. GOOCH

Every Dollar Taken In Will Be Turned Over To
the Finnish Fund Now Being Raised

I* For Sale At a Very Reasonable Price

Ticket* On Sale At Camden, Rockport, Rockland,
Thomaston, Union, Warren and Waldoboro

Write MRS. R. A. GOOCH, Long Cove,
or phone The Courier-Gazette, Tel. 770

PROPERTY MAV BE SEEN AT ANY TIME

5-lt

Every-Other-Day
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And wc are witnesses of these
things and so is also the Holy Ghost
whom God hath given to them who
obey Him. Acts 5: 32.

HOLDS ITS ANNUAL BANQUET
Chamber Of Commerce Rejcices Over New
Industry and Seeks Some Smaller Ones

Rockland Lions

explained tliat this organization is
concerned at present with a more
beneficial (to the State) admini
stration of the unemployment tax.
elimination of trade barriers, and
other movements tntentioned to In
volve black ink bookkeeping rather
than the red of deficit.
Two reels of official Army in
struction movies were shown on
the subjects of Air Corps attack
teclinique and mechanized cavalry
units. Lieut. Sylvio Bousquin of
the 303d Infantry operating thc
film machine.
Alfred C. Hocking, chairman of
the entertainment committee spoke
for the house as he expressed ap
preciation to Col. Lowe for his en
lightening discourse.

Shackles of busi- for summer visitors. I believe we
less released their .-han de aye [0 secure other indusAdmit New Member, Hear
hll'<1 T "sda> R'S'rt ,rjeg
hftVC
in corTespon.
About Snow Bowl, and
it
>'n favor of social
amenities, after
amenities,
after fta d«nce with several in the past year."
Revel In History
! ’
\
v 5 year of noteworthy In the report of the secretary,
achievement by that Miss Lenore Benner, this inform®
Tlie Rockland Lions Club wel
comed another new member yester- mainspring of industrial progress. tl0n «‘nong other points, was dit
vulged: "The industrial committee
day in the person of Sam Savitt. the Chamber of Commerce. Whde
1(H
mee
dur.
,
.
_
.
’
held
104 enthusiastic meetings dur_
. —Shop
« .
hancn«hnff
manager of Cutler s Garment
banqueting nn
on turlfPV
turkey anri
and TnAlCllmatch-•,
The Chamber of
, ,, 1 ing delicacies catered by Golden Rod
8
It also ate its first meal under the ChapUr'."o"Es7at Temple hall, the ”
----------- *-■has a Directory Library
Commerce
catering service of the Fox Lunch. members and their ladies paired ^^ich is of great service, consistof 150 directories of New Engand expressed satisfaction when the this enjoyment with listening to the
Rackpert 31, Thomaston 24
meal was topped off by a generous harmony of Dannv Patt. accordion- land and several large manufacist. accompanied by Eddie Small, gui- luring registers
The InformaIn the league game played Wedhelping of strawberry shortcake.
tar strummer.
tion Bureau was patronized by
nesday night at Tqjvn hall gymna
The Camden Snow Bowl present
Swinging then into ensemble of 2,000 tourists the past summer."
ed an eloquent spokesman when song led by Albert .McCarty, tlie' Membership cards have been sium. Rockport, boys' scored over
Bert Stevenson told of tlie progress group expanded in popular vocal signed within a twelthmonth by Thomaston team 31-24 with this
line up:
which Is being made there, empha
selections ranging from the oldtime Round Top Farms. Waldoboro
Rockport
sizing the fact that the promoters
favorites to rollicking "Beer Barrel Garage, Harry J Gerrish. Dr. Gil
O.
F. Pts
want it understood as serving the
after which formalities more W Soule. Lloyd E. Daniels, Cavanaugh, rf...... 3
1
7
entire Penobscot Bay region. He ] Polka.'
I were in order for routine of the Karl M. Leighton, The Bell Shop. Burns. If ___ ............ 6
0
12
said that. Uie plant had been built
S. E. Norwood. Sears-Roebuck Co. i
I annual meeting.
Andrews, c ........... 2
0
4
by the labor and sweat of many
President Leforest A Thurston in Alan LI Grossman. W H. A L. D. Hare, rg ............ 0
2
2
persons and that the management
Betz
Co..
Naum
and
Adams,
Gan

owes much to the efforts of Ernest curfcr>' reww' cited lhe location
Barrows, lg ...... 3
0
6
Crie. The annual carnival takes h?re cI Van Baalen-Heilbrun fac- net Publishing Co.. Van Baalen- Turner, c'........ ..... 0
0
0
place Feb. 16-18, and the speaker tor> « the Chamber's accomphsh- Heilbrun Co. Nathan Berliawsky,
The
Copper
Kettle.
Alfred
S.
votced the hope that Rockland jNo 1 This industry has emTotals
..._ _ 14
31
would put forward an energetic Ployed
wlth a
P*™11 Piourd. J. C. Driscoll TransportaThomaston
$3.00b and
and has
has been of
of ines
ines-|
candidate for queen
of $300G
- t;cn Co. Total membership is now
O.
F. Pts
}
"Wc are budding for friendship j .‘‘mableral“e
the community 170. Joseph Robinson, treasurer.
...........
2
0
4
What the Chamber of Commerce reported a balance on hand of|_ ap
and fellowship." said Mr. Stevenson
Simpson, rf ____ 0
0
0
has in mind as the next objective,
'lIn conclusion.
Suomela. If .......... 6
2
14
Mayor Edwxifd R Veazie gave
Rev. Ernest Kenyon sent ac according to President Thurston, is
Estes,
c
.........
......
0
•
brief but significant comment, fol
knowledgment of the club's remem the securing of small, diversified
1
0
lowing which Hector O Staples, Linscott, C ............
businesses
which
will
offer
a
wider
brance and expressed the hope that
2
0
4
past department commander of the'D' Sawyer’ rg
he would be back at tlie "corner spread of employment, thus "put
1 Verge, rg
0
0
0
ting the city's eggs in more than American Legion, introduced the
table” next meeting.
IH. Sawyer. If........ 0
0
0
cne
basket
guest
speaker.
Col.
Frank
M.
Lowe
The club was glad to have as guest
We have secured 22 new members °1 Portland, executive secretary of
speaker a former member. Capt
Totals.... .......... 11
24
Keryn ap Rice, whose subject was ,thls K"' sa>d the president, "but Associated Industries of Maine.
Referee. Wotton Time, four 8's.
"Peace Making In Europe.” The "e need at ieast
Every business Co1 Lowe. a P«st State commander
Thomaston took the lead and at
members were a bit disappointed Iand professional man or woman of the Legion and vitally absorbed
the end ot the first half was three
that it did not relate a little more ?hculd have a membership in the ln military matters, reiterated the
points ahead, 14-11. During the
directly to the current situation, but I Chamber. It would be hard to find Avowed sentiment of the Legion
second
half Rockport gained steadily
readily acknowledged the force of a 815 investment which would pay and the country at large in empha and in the last quarter scored eight
sizing
the
non-intervention
policy.
the speaker’s explanation when he such -arge dividends. The Champoints. Burns was high man for
said that reserve officers were j ber in the past year has had an in- Europe is now embroiled in the
the local team and Suomela starred
warned not to discuss European 1 come ot about $2,000, but this second phase of the World War as
for the visitors. The home team
the
rejult
of
impossible
peace
political affairs.
'amount does not give sufficient
played a jurprisingly steady type
From the standpoint of the school ; funds for advertising and for Utera-,terms- alleged the speaker, adding
dent of history he dis-''-ure to inform the public of the ad- *"th the '‘BOT oI conviction. "If
‘
and the student
stampeded by Thomaston's early
cussed European matters of thc 19th vantages we have to offer industries
country should have to fight
iead. This is the fist league gams
century, including the rise and fall also the many attractions we have c8®in. let it be our own war, not
that Rockport has won in 36 con
somebody
else's."
of Napoleon Bonaparte, "The Little
secutive games. They broke the jinx
resulted
in
his
exile
at
St.
Helena.
Co1
Lowe
'
although
advocating
Emperor."
"The next peace," said Capt. Rice, 8 strong defense as the best of- |
The alliance formed in 1808. he
SPRUCE HEAD
described as close to the Russian- i "should be a peace of moderation, fense" expressed his disfavor of,
German agreement of the present and consideration for tlie other fel- compulsory military training in
Mrs. Darrell L. Mann and daugh
time of peace and likewise his ab
time. Napoleon's Waterloo in 1815 low.”
ter June have returned from Great
horrence
of
enlisting
for
n._^ „ .
, active Ducjc island Light Station where
*ar service youths i5 or 16
. ...
. . , , , . '
I they spent thc holidays with Mr.
• age who obviously falsify their »»
.
, , ,
,
K,,,. . ,
.. ..
I.
Mann who accompanied them noma
birthdate. When discharged, these ,vr 10 daV5- ;eavc
I
boys are confronted with a terrian<1
Vmcent £ Cw
fie problem of readjustment and have moved w onc Qf the
heir plight means disruption to cottages on Spnw Hcad island ,
'~y>
the economic situation.
| w w
y has returned from :
. .

W

ANN PAGE WEEK
OF “4-STAR” BARGAINS
• QUALITY
•
ECONOMY
•
PURITY
• FLAVOR — you get all four when you buy
Ann Page Foods! You get Quality and Economy
because A&P both makes and sells the 31 de
licious Ann Page products, thereby eliminating
many unnecessary in-between expenses from
their cost — sharing the savings with you
in top-grade foods at low prices. And you
get Purity and Flavor—“guaranteed good

Basketball Battles

ir>2s*a*»s
oia taints fait/ /
__
MARVELOUS PANCAKES

Jurt Add

M,lt

or H'g/rr

You’d never dream’<^\.
that such Beautifully
browned, fluffy, delicious pan
cakes could be made so quickly
and easily!

lSfe*|
Pillsbury's Pancake Flour
nous' |
PCA//V OP Bl/CK WHEAT

IT IS SKI TIME!!
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

SKIS AND SKI EQUIPMENT
SKATES,

PUCKS

HOCKEY STICKS

ALL WINTER
SPORTS
NECESSITIES

H. H. CRIE CO.
SECOND FLOOR SPORTING GOODS DEPARTMENT
328 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, .ME.

Any article of merchandise in the
store at

20 PERCENT DISCOUNT
Which is Some Saving To You.
1'his lasts for the remainder of the week only.

25'

A&P sells more Ann Page then
all ether brands of Salad
Dm mg and Mayonnaise comb»ned offered m ib stcres.

.22'

ANN PACE

PRESERVES
10c Abr17c
America's cutstand mg pre*
serve value. Vcur choice of
Agricot. Peach. Pineapple,
Plum. Cherry. Raspberry and
Strawberry.

GENUINE SPRING

CANS

•
I

ue

v.19‘

,15'
'* jj,

19'

9 oz

SMI PORE
RRISKET
BKIOBtl
LEAH EHD

,

.iu ,

'TEto«
nrrFF
CORNEO

L

SBOREUSS

rHUCKRMST he^v steer
SLICED BACON so-fieeo

■"uroYS^'«:.s."”";"33'
SMELTS
HRBGOCK Fillets

17C OYSTERS

northern

2%?39‘

25‘

PKGS

OZ
2 24PKGS

GRANULATED SUGAR 10 ^54e
PURE LARD

P&G SOAP FOR LAUNDRY PURPOSES
FRUIT FLAVORED A
ANN PAGE SPARKLE DESSERTS 0
A&P SPINACH

IONA
TOMATOES
A&P CHERRIES RED, SOUR, PITTED
I A&P FRUIT COCKTAIL
A&P PINEAPPLE JUICE

I

LB

LOINS

Prepared with savery tomato
and cheese sauce.

RINSO
OXYDOL
SUPER SUDS

3i/r4 IB

HUMS
SM. SROUIBM?

$ | SPAGHETTI
SPAGWEin

LB

FOWL
dark

ANN PACE

LB

SUNNY,IKD

NUTLEY MARGARINE

2

LBS

17c

1 LB

A4C

2 PKGS L I
Made with
Q
WILDMERE BUTTER Sweet Cream LB U*T
SILVERBROOK BUTTER » « 35e
SUNNYFIELO BUTTER
46 OZ
CAN

CRABMEAT

EGGS

WISTKRN - MED SIZE

FAMILY FLOUR

■ 37e
DOZ

SUNNYFinD A/

19*

79*

Special Introductory
Pricet

cur mouths shut and mind our own ( business visitor Friday in Rockland,
business."
1 Mrs. Arnold Stimpson and Mrs.
Touching briefly on the purposes Richard Waldron gave a kitchen
cf the Associated Industries, he ; shower Tuesday night to Mrs. Vin
cent Carr at the Waldron farm. Mrs
Carr received a quantity of useful
articles.
Stanley Simmons and Gordon
Simmons are confined to the house
Due to Colds or
by illness.
Bronchial Irritations Darrell L. Mann returned Tuesday
to Great Duck Island Light Station.
Thi» formula b Inurwrudy lupmor—

GOUGHS
lrp*u>nJmi>ty In odranca

of atm
ordinary rtmrditt. toy. Doctor

Pout vourse'f a ’cavpooo of Bucklcv't
CANADIOL Mixture—lef if lie on your
fooeue a momenf then awa'low howly.
Fed it* quick powerful pungent action
spread through throat, head and bronchial
tubes. Acts like a flash Right away It
starts to loosen thick, choking phlegm
and open up dogged bronchial tubes.
Over to million bottles sold in cold wintry
Canada A single sip will tell you why.
Contains no sugar so can bo used bv
3A-5 diabetica.

SAVE UP TO 50%
ON MOTOR OIL
PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH

aYYERS
Also—

Salad Dressing
QT JAR

ROkSlSJ3T

STE

ANN PACE

Technical minds of the Army a vecks vlSlt with hia sister, Mrs
and Navy are best qualified to'jennie Hall in Woburn, Mass
judge the proper national course in
Mr. and Mrs Clifford Elwell and
military affairs, thinks Col. Lowe' two chUdren called Friday on Mr
whose
straightforward
attitude and Mrs. George Snow
I backed by the experience of one
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kinney and
who has been "through the mill , on Harold have returned home after
carried the weight of sound think- several day svisit with Mr and Mrs
In? and .odd sense; carried also Harold Waldron in Rockland
the close attention of his audience
Mrs Alice Allard entertained at
on this theme of current .discus- ards and luncheon Monday night.
• sion. He WU1 be best remembered
E. A. Clark Is at the Park-Main in
'^perhaps for his quotation from a Rockland for the present.
(chaplain in the AEF. Lets keep
Fred Batty of Two Bush was a

THE CORNER DRUG STORE

We feel we owe our customers an apology.
We' thought when we announced our FiveCent Sale we had goods enough to last a whole
week, but our customers thought otherwise
and gobbled nearly our whole stock of goods
in thc sale tfp in two days. However, there
are some goods still left which you may have.

— —v

ness” — because A&P’s food experts manu
facture Ann Page Foods in sanitary modern
food factories, blending and cooking choice in
gredients to perfection by scientific methods.
Ann Page foods are Tested and Approved by
Good Housekeeping Bureau. They are typical
of the outstanding values offered you by
A&P-made foods. (Copr. 1939 Great A&P Tea Co.)

LX"

1939 Ford l/t Ton Pickup
2090 miles; like new

1939 Chev. Sport Sedan
1938 Plymouth Sedan
1937 Ford Beachwagon
1936 Chevrolet Sedan
1935 Oldsmobile Coupe
1934 Plymouth Sedan
1933 Dodge Sedan
A CHOICE OF 60 OTHERS
CONVENIENT TERMS

WILLIS AYER
kOCkiAhu f LkiXAUaU

«SSiiU^

Apenn is Equal to oils selling for
3l)c and 3Se a quart.
It’s 100%
Pure Pennsylvania . . . guaranteed
for 2,000 mlles of perfect liibrlration—or double your money back:

SATURDAY, JANUARY

2cans27c
GREEN GIANT PEAS
DEL MAIZ CORN NIBLETS
It OZ CAN 1 8S
I 2^°n2s29c
NIBLET EARS
JULEP CIGARETTES
PKG 15'
GRANDMA’S MOLASSES
OZ CAN 1 7C
BRILLO SOAPED PADS
2 PKGS 15C
CALO CAT & DOG FOOD 3 c4aS 23c
11 OZ
PURE MAPLE SYRUP VERMONT COCP BRAND JAR 2tc
izoznec
JARS 25C
RAJAH SYRUP
MAPLE FLAVORED

2 GAL CAN, $1.17
Prices slightly higher in
service stores
AFENN WINDOW CLEANER
10c
APENN WINDOW CLEANER.
SPRAYER, fits all bottles
10c
AFENN DRY CLEANER,
Quart ISc; Gallon 1,7c
AFENN INSECTICIDE, with
Free Sprayer,
Pint 29c
The Apenn Products Listed Above
Are
ON SALE AT ALL
A. A F. FOOD STORES

462 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
"Grocery and produce prices also effective at Belfast, and
37 Elm Street, Camden"

SELF
SERVICE

life

d Op«iot»4 by The Gti

SELF
SERVICE

TALK OF THE TOWN

Jan 7-14-Warren—Week of prayer ln
the churches.
Jan 12
Thomaston >— (Basketball)
Rockland vs Thomaston at High School
gym
Jan 14—Rt Rev Benjamin Brew
ster. Bishop ot Maine, will visit at St.
Peter's Church at 7 30 p. m
Jan. 14—Camden Union church serv
ice at Opera House, benefit Finnish
Fund
.
, _
Jan lg—Camden—Chamber of Com
merce banquet and ladles' night at
Masonic hall
. .. _
Jan 18- Monthly meeting of the Bap
tlst Men's League.
Jan 19 20 (afternoon and evening)—
First annual exhibition by the Knox
County Camera Club at the Ccmmunltl'
Building
Jan 21-Feb. 4—Evangelistic services
by the Bonney Workers at the First
Baptist Church
Jan 23 >— Thomaston — Musicale at
Mrs John A McEvoy's.
Jan.
24—Membership meeting of
Knox County Fish and Game Assocla
tion ln the Congregational vestry,
Thomaston
.
Jan. 25—Camden—Concert by High
School band and orchestra at Opera
House.
Jan 28—Tenants Harbor—Public In
stallation of Naomi Chapter. O.E S
Jan. 38—President's Birthday Ball at
Community Bldg
Feb 2—Candlemas Day
Feb 5—City Government meeting.
Feb. 7—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 15-18 Junior class play. Pro
fessor. How Could You ’’
Feb
15-18—Rockland High School
Klppy Karnlval.
_
. ,
Feb
16-18—Camden—Outing Olub s
annual winter carnival at the Snow
Bowl.

The days are 13 minutes longer.

Lermond's Cove is well frozen
over.
Rt.
Bishop
Peters
7.30, to

Rev. Benjamin Brewster,
of Maine, will visit St.
Church Sunday night at
administer confirmation.

The calling committee for Oppor
tunity Class reported 73 calls for tlie
month of December. There were 40
Christmas baskets distributed and
71 Christmas dinners.
Dr. Popplestone is temporarily lo
cated ln the offices of Dr. R L.
Stratton, over Comer Drug Store.
Main street at Limerock.
Tel.
1196-W—adv.

I would like to swap several let
ters in the "Swap for Cash" contest
for an S. F. or H. Semac Semac.
147*149

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES Matinees:
SatuMay 2.30. Sunday 3.00. Every
evening at (00

THURS. FRI., JAN, 11-12
MYRNA LOY. WM. POWELL
in

“ANOTHER
THIN MAN”
SATURDAY ONLY. JAN. 13
THE DEAD END KIDS

“ON DRESS PARADE”
also
M.GJI.’s Latest Western Comedy
Melodrama

‘Henry Goes To Arizona’
with
Frank Morgan. Guy Kibbee.
Slim Summerville

Sl’N.-MON., JAN. 14-15
-MISS ANNA NEAGLE
ln

“NURSE
EDITH CAVELL”
Coming: “Stanley and Living
stone,** “Drums Along the Mo
hawk," “Hunchback Of Notre
Dame," “Swanee River.” "Hit
Girl Friday,” “Ninotchka.”

DANCE
South Thomaston
Grange Hall

Installation of officers of Aurora
Lodge, PA.M., will be held at 7.30
Wednesday night semi-public.

The Ballard Business School will
open Jan. 22 in the rooms recently
vacated by the Central Maine
Power Co.

And Every Saturday
Thereafter

GLEN COVE
GRANGE HALL

Weekly hours at the Western
Union are 5.30 a. m. to 9 p. m. and
on Sundays from 9 to 11 a. m. and
5 to 7 p. m. The office is being
most capably handled with Bert
ram A. Gardner as manager and
Mrs. Osgood A. Gilbert as operator
assistant.

H. 0. Gurdy Severs Connection With Loan &

And Make Your Food Shopping Easier By Phoning 1234 for Prompt’Delivery.
thelr best interests will be protected.
Mr. Gurdy reports that the past
year has been a very satisfactory
one under efficient guidance of
President J. Adclbert Jameson,
whose return to office followed as a

110-113 LIMEROCK STggET
ROCKLAND, ME.

FOWL

CARD OF THANKS
irinVH, Wlsh L°
,u th°se whose
kindness and thoughtful acta during
our recent bereavement proved to us
thf value of true friends and fond
relatives The floral tributes were deep
ly appreciated, as were also thc many
pathy tokens of understanding sym•

Mrs. Norris Carter and family.

$1.50 a Week $5 a Month
Rockland
Typewriter Company
SIDNEY I. SEGAL
71 PARK ST.,
TEL. 397-W
2T&Thl4

$2.47

New aprons, 80 square prints,
colorful patterns. A weekend special
at 25 cents.
Vesper A. Leach
Specialty store.—adv.

100% WOOL

$3.47

Special values on luncheon sets
and fine linens it, Gladys E. Staples
Art Needlework Shop, 16 School St.
upstairs, Rockland.—adv.

PURE

LARD

LEAN, NO WASTE
DEUCIOUS

LB.

LB.
LB.

LB.

LB.

CUBE STEAK,

Lb*

TOP ROUND,

Lb.

HAMBURG,

U>.

BONELESS—WASTELESS

GRANULATED

Ib 33/

Ib 13/
Ib 10/
3 pounds 25/
15/

SMOKED FILLETS
SLACK SALTED POLLOCK

10
POUNDS

neu RITQ

SALT MACKEREL

fancy

large fresh natives

EGGS

dozen 25/

DIRECT SHIPMENT FROM SICILY

MACARONI

RADIO SALE

From cur market represents the best food that money ea;i
buy. We know that good food, at reasonable prices, means a
satisfied customer, and that's what we want. For instance,
when a customer orders BREAD, we know they are getting
the best bread in Maine, the same kind that you would
make. If you order

GOLDEN HEART BREAD

lb box 16c

KRISPY CRACKERS,

The boup
of beautiful
Women

Puts 25 times
soap
right on dirty
spots

in
1more
Ky fit

2»cca«AY 2illc
8A
qt 1ZC||(ETCHUP, LOc

SOAP

| T OMATO *

JOHNSON

BEANS,

full Ib pkg 19/

real Italian

EVERY FOOD ORDER

a

J

14 OZ. BOT.

THE MARJORIE MILLS HOUR SPECIALS

KRE-MEL SURPRISE....................... 2 pkgs
FRENCH’S MUSTARD...................... 9ozjar
G. WASHINGTON BROTH......... 3 ind. tins
U-ALL-NO MINTS ............. -....................pkg
PRESTO CAKE FLOUR........................... pkg

HONEY pure clover blossom 5 Ib tin 59c
3 tins 25c
PARD DOG FOOD,
pkg 23c
CREAM OF WHEAT,
3 oz tin 05c
BLACK PEPPER,
BON AMI,
Cake, 09c; Powder, 10c
each 29c
BROOMS, good quality,
6 tins 25c
DOG OR CAT FOOD,
lib jar 21c
PEANUT CRUNCH,

II) pkg 21/

RAZOR BLADES,
nos,XX
STRAWBERRY PRESERVES,
RASPBERRY PRESERVES,

3pkg» 13c
1 lb jar 17c
1 lb jar 15c

TREE RIPENED—ALBERTA FREESTONE

2 No 1 tins 19/

PEACHES

2
1
1
1
2

THE HOUSEWIVES’ PROGRAM
Listen Dailv. Monday Through Friday—1.30 to 2.00 P. M.
W'CSH and Affiliated Stations

AT OUR GROCERY COUNTERS
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF

....... lge tin 18c

JUNKET TABLETS.............. ..... i................ tin 12c

CORN KIX........... .................... .. .............2 pkgs 23c
SODA CRACKERS................. .......... 2 lb box 15c

TOMATO SOUP........................ -.......... 3 tinr. 19c

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE............. Ib 25c

A NEW TREAT IN CRACKERS

A MILLION DOLLAR DESSERT FOR A FEW PENNIES

*l£ U $.»«». O»»

COUPONS AT

Ib 10/

SALT PORK

Stewing Beef lean Ib 15/

£

TOMATO CHIPS

77

25/
27/
15/

--------------- jp -

♦............. pkg 09c

CREAM CORN STARCH

KELLOGG’S ALL BRAN........ T......... pkg 18c

QUAKER CORNMEAL............ .. .. 2 pldg* 17c
RED CROSS TOWELS.................. ....... 3 rolls 25c

EVAPORATED MILK............................ 4 tins 27c
FRIENDS MINCE MEAT .....................lge tin 25c

DAVIS BAKING POWDER........ 12 oz tin 15c

SHREDDED WHEAT

.............. 2 pkga 21c

PILLSBURY’S BEST FLOUR.............. _. bag 1.00

RICE, fancy bulk........................................ 2 Ib» 09c

SOMETHING NEW—SOMETHING DIFFERENT

to.

25c

3

LB.

STEAK

14/
25/
14/
12/
17/
13/

'PIGS
LIVER

“BEST CENTER CUTS”

STEAKS

I’-H-

CB.

CHOPS

LB.

5Th-tf

DOUBLE
SWAP’G ASH

59/

EACB

BRAISING, OR STEWING

PORK

CHUCK
ROAST

Silver Leaf
Harry O. Gurdy. who has resigned I L LawU>n Bray’ who succeeds Mr
as secretary-treasurer after 52 yean,’ Gurdy “ secreU»-treasurer of the
service with the Association.
R^kUnd Loan A Building Assoeia___________________________ ' tion.

CUT FOR FRICASSEE

SMOKED SHOULDERS
POT ROAST LEAN—BONELESS
PORK ROAST
FRESH SHOULDERS
OUR FAMOUS
HOME MADE
SAUSAGE
CELLO WRAPPED
SHORT CUTS
BACON

SWIFT’S

AN6EL CANES

MED.
SIZE
EACH I

PRUNES...................................... two 2-lb boxes 27c

CUT-RITE WAX PAPER..............125 ft roll
KRE-MEL pESSERTS......................... 3 pkgs
CORNFLAKES................................... 8ozpkg
DEL MONTE PEAS
........................ 2 tins
DEL MONTE PEACHES....................... 2 tins

QUAKER MILK MACARONI

3

16c
10c
05c
27c
35c

PKGS

WITH EVERY THREE PACKAGES PURCHASED WE WILL GIVE YOU A BEAUTIFUL BAKING PAN FREE

WOTTON’S

BURPEE'S
TELEPHONES
781-1 or 781-U

FRESH DRESSED

L------------------

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

390,

FOOD VALUES

Building—Succeeded By I. Lawton Bray

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP

Edward M Lawrence of Rockport, aged
? ’
Fun»™l senices m Miami
Saturday
Interment at North Lubec.

t

I tW B! fflTR 8 Hi ffffl! RTTEBB

cepted with many expressions of
regret by the board of directors. ; matter of course. Dividends amountI. Lawton Bray who has been a!ln* t0 $25'477 49 have been paid at
Committees on the drive for funds member of the Association’s stall!the ratc of 4 percent on
accumu'
to fight infantile paralysis are:
lated
capital.
Thc
quarterly
fund
during the past year was elected as J
Blake B. Annis, Knox County chair
Mr. Gurdy's successor. Other officers j and undivided profits amounts to
man; Raymond C. Perry, Rockland
$103 000, or a little more than 13
chosen were:
chairman: Robert McCarty, March
percent of the liabilities.
President—J. Albert Jameson.
of Dimes; Thomas Fleming, beano
Vice president—E. F. Glover.
chairman; Wilbur Senter, chairman
George Moody is now fully in
of Birthday Ball, Jan. 30; William J.
Secretary-Treasurer — I. Lawton
stalled in his new lunchroom on the
1 Sullivan, march of sports; Levi Bray.
Polaris side of Tillson wharf.
Flint, orchestra and entertainment;
Attorney—Gilford B. Butler.
Dr. Dana Newman, refreshment
Auditor—William. F. Brawn.
chairman; Albert Wallace, check
Finance Committee — J. Albert
room; Almon B. Cooper, advertising
Jameson. Walter H. Spear, and,
chairman.
Charles H. Dull.
Directors—A. Judson Bird, Put
In a recent Salem, Mass., news
paper appeared a very Interesting nam P. Bicknell, Thomas H. Chls- 1
FOR MEN
MASONIC BUILDING
article under the caption Radio holm, Walter P. Conley, Charles H.
ROCKLAND. ME.
Class sponsored by State Depart Duff. Edward F. Glover, I. Lawton
Bray,
J.
Albert
Jameson.
J.
Fred
ment of Education ln conjunction
with Works Progress Administration Knight, Walter H. Spear, Leforest
will be re-opened shortly with John A. Thurston.
Mr. Gurdy entered the Associa
B. Savory as instructor. The fol
lowing paragraph will be of interest tion's employ as secretary 52 years
to Rockland readers. "Mr. Savory ago. He served one year and was
has at this time, Maurice R. Me- then elected to the Board of Direc
Kusic as an assistant . Mr. Mc- tors. In 1896 he resumed his duties
Kusic attended one of the largest as secretary, in which capacity he
radio schools in New England, the has remaind. always loyal to the
Eastern Radio Institute, and the interests of this well conducted in
L.,.,fT WEIGHT RIBBED
class is fortunate in having a man stitution.
UNION SUITS
My relations with the Rockland
so well trained to assist in labora
Long Legs—Short or Long
tory technique. Mr. Savory is able Loan & Building Association have
Sleeves
to handle more students than he always been harmonious and it
67c
could otherwise accommodate. The gratifies me to know that the regret
class will number 125 students.”
over my retirement seems to be
HEAVY FLEECE LINED
mutual,'’ Mr. Gurdy told The Cou
UNION SUITS
BORN
rier-Gazette reporter yesterday.
Langman—At New York. Jan. 6 to
Just what to do with his idle
87c
Dr and Mrs Louis Langman, formerly
of Camden, a daughter
moments
after
this
long
period
of
Brazier At South Waldoboro. Jan
HEAVY RIBBED
activity is a matter which Mr.
to Mr and Mrs Ralph Brazier, a son
Fovvett At New Harbor. Dee 31 to
UNION SUITS
Mr and Mrs. Jasper Fosse*, a daughter, Gurdy has not determined, but
—Judith Alleen.
Random or Ecru
bearing in mind the London cab
man's vacation he will probably con
vTV
DIED
tinue to be real neighborly at 18
Burgess—At Rockland. Jan 10 Asbury
Heavy Ribbed Wool Process
E Burgess, aged 56 years. Funeral Fri- School street.
“aV
P. m. from Burpee s funeral
His successor, Mr. Bray, was in
UNION SUITS
home. Rev. J C MacDonald, officiating
Young—At Cushing. Jan 9. Carrie W
Extra Valne
troduced to the Association's pa
widow of Capt. Gleason Young, aged
84 years. Funeral Friday at 1 o’olock trons not many months ago. He
$1.17
from residence
Interment ln New
has had long experience as a skilled
comb cemetery. Warren.
Sarker-At New York Jan 9. Charles accountant, holds the position of
50r, WOOL SPRINGTEX
Sacker. formerly of Rockland, aged
69 years Committal service at Ulmer county treasurer, and thc corpora
UNION SUITS
cemetery Saturday at II o'clock
tion's customers rest tssumed that

MEN 25c
2-6

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

1

Dr. C. Harold Jameson and Dr.
C. B. Popplestone who were ban
ished from their offices in the
Sprague building by fire, have tem
porary quarters over Dr. Stratton's
office in the Kimball-Gordon block
_____
I
Henry C. Chatto, who recently
retired from the office of assistant
postmaster, astonished the young
folks at the Community Park skat
ing rink this week by the ease with
which he cut fancy figures. Used
to play ice polo, did Henry.

ADDING MACHINE
RENTALS

DANCE
Saturday, Jan. 13

RETIREMENT OF A VETERAN

A barge loading flux stone and an
other discharging coal made things
Completing a service of 52 years
busy around the lime company’s with the Rockland Loan & Build
wharf this week.
ing Association Harry O. Gurdy ten
dered his resignation as secretary
More Taut of the Town on Page 4. and treasurer at the annual meet
ing Monday night, and it was acThere will be a story hour at the
Public Library Friday afternoon at
4 o'clock. Among the stories will
be “Pinocchio” and “Gulliver's
Travels’. Little Black Sambo will
be dramatized by the children.

“Blackington's Annual $2 Sh(
sale
starts Friday, 9 a. m., Jan. 1*.
EVERY FRIDAY NITE
1 For list read advertisement Page 7.
Music By
—adv.
“HAL'S RHYTHMAIRES"
Free bus every Friday at
S.45 P. M. from Foot of Park St.
IMTh-tf

LADIES FREE

Page Three
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Every-Other-Day

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLABEMONT ST.
TEL 663
ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

Si

bunch 05c
lb 12c
2 lbs 19c

CARROTS, new,
CAULIFLOWER, white,
CHICKORY, crisp,

THE THIN SKIN ON A J

LIDA TELLS YOU—MORE JUICE

2doz 35c

ORANGES,

EXTRA LARGE
FLORID AS

doz 25c

BE SURE AND ASK FOR YOUR SWAP TICKETS AT BOTH OUR MARKETS
SWAP FOR CASH HAS ALREADY PAID IN DIVIDENDS $907.00.

SPECIAL NOTICE

SALE PRICES STILL EFFECTIVE

■ ■■

■■

.THE

■"

j

j

• <

PERRY

.‘><i .t<.

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY - USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET

Every-Other-Daf
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THE MEN WHO RUN THE FAIRS

man, Ruth McMahon, Kathleen
Weed, Faith Long, Betty OBrien,
WARREN
Aimee Karl, Lucille Treat, Georgia
The
W.FM.S.
of
the
Methodist
<• A
«£■ A
OA
A
Church meets this afternoon with Treat, Janet Smith, Viola Smith,
past decade. For 1939 the amount
ALENA L. STAXRLTT
(Continued from Page One)
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
Mrs. Ouy Wilson at 2.30 ,
Betty Payson, Joan Hunt, Vlttrlce
Correspondent
Old Orchard, not a member of the of the State stipend was $16,001.
x
Correspoodeo*
Q '
Hayes, Priscilla Clark, Joan Horne
Association, led with $222,332 ln an Speaking on the amusement or en
«««a
! The schooner George W. Klinck,
and Marjorie Robinson.
11-day meet; Cumberland was sec- tertainment phase of such fairs.
Tel «
Tel. an
jwhich recently changed hands, is
I ond high with >130.090: Skowhegan Mayor Paine pointed out that
at the South Railway being reRaychel Emerson attended the third with $103,108. and South Paris amusement concessions are neces
Eugene Rackliff and E. B War-i caulked, before proceeding to Southcoffee
given Friday at the Univer fourth with $102,984 The State's sary to augment the receipts from
ren of Spruce Head were callers1 west Harbor.
p? 11811^
mvxa Monday at the homes of Mr. and
salist vestry by the Rubinstein Club, end, based on 3'i percentage, the gate admissions and State aid.
Isidor Gordon made another ad
— J.laa 1M!
her guest who was also guest of amounted to $47,999 13; the fair as These concessions sometimes pre
Mrs. Amos Achom and Mr. and Mrs
Pennsylvania
dition to his extensive real estate
but not rebelliously, complaining H. E. Wentworth.
the Club, being Mrs. Henry Cal- sociations received $89,140, and the sent a problem and Maine fair of
Massachusetts
chapter n
"breakage" divided among all the ficials must be eternally vigilant to
without struggle. She heard June's
holdings yesterday when he bought
drice.
New York
Joan Waltz, daughter of Mr and from the Lucy Farnsworth estate
associations which participated was see that they are not of an objec
report in an unaccustomed silence,
On the flat crest of Kenesaw Hill, and without comment; but she must i Mrs. Perl Walts is a surgical paMrs Alice Gordon was guest $10,311. The only members of the
New Hampshire
tionable nature. Mayor Payne cit
backed against the woods and look
(Tuesday of Mrs Alice Cook.
District of Columbia
have reported the matter to Aunt I ti«nt at Memorial Hospital. Dam
State Association which did not have ed another important function or
of Main street, occupied on the
ing down an open slope toward the Evie, because later Aunt Evie told ariscotta
Michigan
Mrs. Emily Hodgkins has been ill the Pari-Mutuel privilege were purpose that he urged be given in
marshes and the river, there were June, in her soft, implacable tones,
ground floor by the Mansfield dry
Vermont
at the home of her daughter, Mrs Farmington and Athens.
three houses, dissimilar and yet not to walk in the woods again for ' Mrs. James Williamson has gone g00lis store
creasing emphasis ln this State.
Delaware
There was returned to investors "The teaching of proper grading,
alike. Dissimilar in their outward a while, and she bade the girl for to Mt. View, N. J. to spend the
Ida Mallett in North Waldoboro.
aspect, yet alike in that to the most
Our aim is to log every State in
Blinn W. Page of Skowhegan. ReMiss Flora Fish of Rockland $1,223,940.
packaging and marketing of produce
get this man she had seen.
winter.
casual passer-by it must have
a WP.A. case worker,' Publ can candldat* for the «ubema- the Union
is of increasing importance," he
passed
the
weekend
with
Mrs.
Kitty
Leaford
herself
would
have
Miss
Jones
seemed that fear dwelt in them all,
Last Night's Banquet
torial nomination, was in the city
stated. “Demonstrations at our
Charles Young.
and secrecy, and other things be submitted—though rebelliously—to (
prohibition,
—-------------------.
prohibition; but
June was of a
_,
__ jQr yesterday looking over his fences,
Mrs. Kenneth Cousins is a pa
There were no reservations last Agricultural fairs should be eonsides. Heavy shutters were at ev this
stronger fiber than her mother. She women who have registered
and fraternizing with the members
ery window, even though those shut
tient at Knox Hospital, following an night for the creature known as cerned not only with the production
disobeyed Aunt Evie once, and met J work.
ters were not always closed; heavy
of the Maine Association of Agri
emergency operation for appendi- | ••sonrpuss." Everybody was happy of better crops and livestock, but
Those attending the County cultural Fairs, which was holding its Fish Landings For Novem
hangings behind the lace curtains Uncle Jim and told him what had
citls. performed Tuesday night.
I and ,he event was more suggestive ' also with the preparation of these
happened.
He
came
to
the
house
next the glass; closed doors, chim
i Council meeting of the American annual meeting here. Mr. Page
ber Good In Spite Of the Mr. and Mrs. S Constantine of 0{ a New York New Years Eve than goods for market;
afternoon June saw him meet j
.
. ..
neys that seldom wore a friendly that
Aunt Evie. She did not near what
m Wiscasset Sunday night was in excellent spirits, and is being
One of tlie big hits of the evening
Rcckland were supper guests Tues- : o{ the traditional banquet. Artiftplume of smoke, a lawn never suf _________
Blustery Weather
passed between them; but after that were Mr and Mrs <**ar Smith. Mr asRUred by frtends that hls chances
day of Raychel Emerson and Mrs > cia| noise-makers were on the tables was the skit when "Lish Played Ox."
ficiently clipped and tended, and
Wellman. Mrs
I but they were completely drowned given inimitably by Dr R N Ran
lacking ameliorating shrubs or Uncle Jim built a cabin on the' and Mrs. Flores
in the June primaries are excellent.
Maine fish landings held up well Edwin Emerson.
rocky knoll above the pond, and Joseph DiNapoli. Mr. and Mrs.
flowers
During November with fishermen
William
Anttila
returned
home
by the happy shouts of the revelers. dall of Lewiston.
One of these houses was a square , dwelt there sometimes for weeks on A(jam Rodamer. Ralph Benner. W
Axel Gronros, the Tillson wharf
Late as the hour had now come
receiving
$215,489
for
their
fares,
Tuesday night from a business trip
it was a roast turkey supper served
A D Gray.
boat builder has many callers at
box almost exactly as high as it ' end; and June often went that way. H Brooks Jr
to be the crowd was avid for tlie
according
to
figures
released
by
Sea
|
to
Fitchburg.
Mass..
where
he
at'
m
the
Community
Building,
with
all
These
hours
when
after
her
lesu
..
was wide, of dull brown brick, with sons under Aunt Evie's tutelage
Carroll R. Spear of New York his shop these days, a ho examine and Shore Fisheries Commissioner ' tended as a director. the annual the fixings, and with the women of vaudeville acts which were present
a dull slate roof that was so flat
it threatened to crack under the were done June could slip away to 1 City is visiting his sister Mrs B G the large chart of Finland on ex- Arthur R. Greenleaf today. Lob- ! meeting of the United Co-operative ' the Methodist Church officiating ed by George A Hamid, Inc., Frank
hibition there. Through that me- sters led with 760.335 pounds of na- I Farmers Incorporated. He also visi- (most admirably as caterers,
Wirth and the Beacon entertain
winter's weight of snow: a square the river, or to see Uncle Jim, made Miller.
Mr. and Mrs Leland Feyler of dium he points out the daily prog- tives bringing $129,256. Only 27 505 ted hls son Armus Anttila in I Music by Danny Patt's Maine ment Exchange of Boston. Thc
box of a brick house, with a wing life endurable for the child. As she
like the tail of a dog that is sitting grew into a young woman, they Farmingdale were weekend guests ress of the war. At the present
pounds of Canadians were received. ' Danielson. Conn.
'
1 Lumberjacks was constantly on tap, following numbers were presented in
were a part of the routine of her
down,
for atail
short
behindextending
Grass"gr*w
in distance
the fish- ' days. Her days all were routine;
Add*
Mr °r°"r°S “ buddlr* /"0
Other leading species were: 36.668
Charles Towle is ni at the home and included many popular selec- a manner that kept the crowd in
bone'patUnI of the brick walk that jus. as it was a part of the routine
Sheriff Ra.ph W Miller will be boats-one a 42-foot party fishing bushels of clams. 27.185 bushels of | Of hls daughter. Mrs. Wilder Moore, tions, rendered in the Danny boys' an uproar of applause: Dolan Revue,
led from the road to the front door, i which held them all. that every Sat- a candidate for renomination in the boat for a Long Island owmer. the herring. 70.000 lbs of flounders, 164.\jtss Beverly Keating of East ‘ best style That energetic High "Stompin at the Savoy;" Chelm St.
And one of these houses was a urday night after supper they came June primaries on the Republican other a 35-foot party boat which 000 lbs of roseflsh. 159.000 lbs. of Warren passed the weekend ln School instructor Albert McCarty On- & Co., Armless Wonder; Do
aprawling thing of wood, painted together in the big sitting-room in ticket.
will be used at Camden,
lan Revue Scotch Number; The
cusk. 392 709 lbs. of pollock, 270.000 i Union with Mrs. Edwin Lermond.
directed the singing.
that frugal brown which thrifty New the Hurder house. They did not
Mrs Mvrtle Marcbo entertained at
------Banfields. Ball Bouncing Novelty;
lbs
of
hake,
135.679
lbs.
of
haddock
Rev
and
Mrs
W
S
Stackhouse
Decidedly
unique
was
tlie
introEneland folk so often and so un- ‘ meet for supper, because that meant
.’
. , t
News was received here this momforhinately prefer. Yet whoever extra work and even a oertain ad- a surprise birthday party in honor ing of the death of Edward M Law- and 127,870 lbs. of cod. Diggers attended the reception Monday to ductlon which the retiring president Dolan Revue, Toe Number; Don
Ur,! designed this wooden house ditional expense. But after supper of her daughter. Elise. at her home rence in Miami. Fla Funeral serv- took 318.550 blood and sandworms ; Rev C. E. Overman, new pastor of Clarence Leonard gave for the eve- Hooton, M C.; La Verne Trio,
must have groped toward beauty, ' they all met and were determined- Tuesday night. Guests were Bar- ■ ices will be held in that city Sat
Oreenleaf said that the statistical the Rockport Baptist Church, and nings toastmaster. Dr. William El- Apache; Ray Dolph, Unicycle; Do
I bara Picinich. Sara Ashworth, Areven toward the pleasant ways of ly festive.
activity
was started Just a year ago Mrs Overman.
■ lingwood. If the doctor lives up to lan Revue, military.
“It is a duty we owe the chil- jene Kennedy. Jovce Fitzgerald, urday and the remain,-, will then and that the department had re- J Officers elected at the annual all the things Clarence said about
living; because there were broad
The Association voted to hold Its
be taken to North Lubec The de
verandas, there were peaks and val dren.” Aunt Evie used to say“To Thomas
next
annual meeting in Augusta.
ceased was one of the pioneer sar ceived excellent co-operation from meeting Monday of the Dorcas him he will be the marvel of the
leys in the root There were even make home pleasant and attrac- __ ,
Liked Rockland? Yea. bo.
live
for
them
in
whatever
ways
we
Chanes
Ashw
»rth,
Arthur
Kennedy
a few remaining traces of an or
dine manufacturers on the Maine dealers and fishermen. The depart- Circle of Kings Daughters, held at age
1 and Levitt Storer.
namental border still discernible un can/>
coast and at various times had con- ment co-operates closely with the the home of Mrs. Flora Peabody.1 The popular specialist said he had
EAST WALDOBORO
der the overhang at the gable ends.
June and Rab and Asa were the
Miss Frances been put on the spot, and had been
High
School
News
ducted that business in North Lubec, U S. Bureau of Fisheries in this, were: President.
The third house was of stone. This children.- When June was eighteen,
work and according to Oreenleaf spear; vice president, Mrs. Evelyn made the official starter His own
Harry McIntire and Dyson Jame
was the smallest of the three; and Rab was twenty-six, and Asa seven I The basketball teams recently Rockland, Stonington and Stockton plans for more complete and Robinson: secretary. Mrs. Jessie love for horse racing and the nature
its height was greater than either its years older; children no longer. But played two games. Thomaston and ®PringS- **ing at' tbe t me
son motored Monday to Bangor.
thorough
figures
during
1940.
|
Walker
treasurer,
Miss
M
Orace
of
th
e
occasion
gave
him
an
opporfront or breadth. It had almost the the routine bound them still
the Alumni. The Clubs are getting death a member of the Belfast
C. Bowers and son Charles were
------------------I Walker The Circle meets Jan. 22 tunity for equine vernacular which
appearance of a tower
„
, of„ stone:
„
, ^e" thi* Particular evening be- bafk
fuU
'
; Packmg Company, Obituary de
visitors
Friday at Samuel Little's in
Average monthly assistance given (with Mrs. C. E Overlock.
dld not neB'ect.
and the stone-work extended up- gan—though June would remember
....
I
__
ward to the window-sills of the sec its every detail all her life—there tramural basketball teams have
college students by the Nationay
j o Jameson of Waldoboro past
He flrst introduced an unexpected South Bristol and Alfred Littles in
formed
The Junior High
Bristol.
ond floor. Above that there was was nothing to make it seem any
Of interest to music lovers in this Youth administration last year was master of Knox Pomona Orange. Buest In the person of His Excel stucco; and above the stucco and different from others that had gone Basketball teams are breaking in
who
Charles Harvey and son of Rock
$12
Graduate
students
received
assisted
by
Mr
and
Mrs.
Jackson
'«
n
cy
Oov.
Lewis
O
Barrows
section is the concert at Memorial
the low attic window’s, there was a before. The day had been warm their new suits.
land
were callers last Thursday at
of
Winslows
Mills
Miss
Vera
Jame^'.enrieci
the
reelings
of
the
Capital
about
$18.
steep-pitched roof from which the and sullen, and there was promise
The
Thomson hall, Bowdoin College. Friday night
Miss Ellie Mank's.
Waldoboro
and
Warren
Cit
>'
and
expressed
the
hope
that
snow would slide of itself. But this of a thunder-shower to relieve the
,
at 8.15 when the newly-tormed
son of
3 at Thomas’on. The local
the year 1940 would have nothing
house, even though it was the small heat; but Kitty Leaford hated thun- 3
Miss Priscilla Hanna, R N., of
Brunswick Choral Society will pre
Oardner of Rockland, with Mrs.
est of the three, was distinguished der-showers, so that June did not boys fought a hard battle after
but good in store for these 'real Portland is guest of her mother,
sent
its
first
public
program
Prof.
Clifford
Allen
of
Rockland
as
solo

by one circumstance. There was welcome the prospect of this relief, spending half of the game getting
good fellows."
Mrs Ethel Hanna this week.
ist. and Miss Katheryn Peabody as
behind the house a portable garage She was always apt to suffer when used to the surroundings, holding Frederic Phillipson of the Music
Ex-Senator Hatold F. Schnurle of
Much
Interest
Manifested
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Flanders
pianist,
installed
these
officers
for
Department
of
Bowdoin
and
direc

of sheet metal; and from this ga- j her mother did.
| the home team to even terms in
rage a drive 1< d around one side
On All Sides For Snow 1 Warren Grange Tuesday: Master, the Maine Development Commission and Miss Marian Flanders visited
The girl did the supper dishes to- the second half. The final score tor of the Choral Society will be
Charles 'threw his cr°P of slorles
A1* Sunday at L L Orffs ln North Wal
of the house, making a sharp angle night as her regular duty was; and was 12 to 26 in favor of Thomas- heard in pUn° 50105 85 8X1651 artust
Vernal Wallace; overseer
Bowl Queen Contest
, waste basket when he discovered doboro
at the rear corner to pass between w-hile she was thus engaged. Uncle
. _
, . _ ,
Stimpson; lecturer. Miss Verna
Among the chorus members are
the house and a tall pine tree there, Justus and Aunt Evie came in Cn
; that the gathering had a feminine
team travels t0 ^^rt j Lloyd Benner formerly of Rockland
The much awaited Snow Bowl Robinson; steward. Raymond Jen
Gloria and Marlene Monahan of
making another angle so as to pass through the kitchen from their house *oni8ht
element. He told of being in the
the front steps, and thus to the road. next door. There was a half-bottle The girls' basketball team also and Mrs Fred L. Sturtevant of Bath queen contest officially opens Sat- kins; assistant steward, Arthur Senate when John Wiley wangled the village passed the weekend at
And the garage gave evidence of
of milk on the table, and Uncle Jus- ran into a little difficulty in Thom- who is well known to Rockland mu- urday afternoon, when the entries Wotton; chaplain. Harold Moore; | the Pari-Mutuel bill through that Mrs. Nellie Reever's.
being used; the drive was free of
Josiah Jameson installed the of
tus, as he passed where it stood, aston Jan. 3. At the end of the sical circles, through appearances who have been nominated by the treasurer. Percy R Bowley; secre body. It had been a boon to the
grass, and there were some oil-spots knocked
it off with his elbow so flr#t quater the
was 8 t0 6 here as soloist. Mrs. Sturtevant' surrounding communities gather at tary. Mss Marion Wallace; gate State Fa;rs, he declared, and pre ficers of Warren Grange Tuesday
by the kitchert door as though a car that it spilled across the floor. June ...
_ .
will be soloist in tomorrow night's the Y.M C.A. for pictures and their keeper. Russell Smith; Ceres, Miss
sented some figures to show how the
Gerald Gardner of South Portland
often stopped there.
had to mop it up, while Aunt Evie ln fa'or ofWald°boro By the sec
concert. Tickets may be bought at ‘ final instructions. A great deal of Doris Bowley; Pomona, Mrs Charles
attendance had increased at some visited Monday at J A Rines.'
thrust Uncle Justus on toward the ctld half Waldoboro had lost pracYou might hav* thought these sitting-room. She did not scold him, tically all of its first string players a low figure. Further information interest is being shown in this year's Pease; Flora, Mrs Arthur Pea of the fairs since it was put into
Otto Bowden, daughter Carolyn
houses, from their aspect, empty, because she always spoke in low,
may be obtained from Mrs H O contest, and it is expected to have body; lady assistant steward. Miss effect. "It is entirely up to you.”
and
Dyson Jameson motored last
abandoned; yet people lived in gentle tones; and Uncle Justus was
I entries from Belfast, Camden, Rock- Leona Sidelinger. Light refresh
Heistad of Rockport.
he told the members of the Asso Thursday to Augusta, Hallowell and
them, qnd by an unchanging rou stone deaf and never heard anything white cheeks, small tight lips. June
____
port,
Rockland.
Thomaston,
Warments were served.
ciation "whether the Pari-Mutuel Gardiner.
tine. Each Saturday night, as a she said. June sometimes thought thought of her as a crushing weight.
Blue Bonnet Troop, Girl Scouts, ren and Union. The election Feb.
Services Sunday at the Baptist continues." Turning to the Devel
part of this routine, they all for his deafness was an armor that Grandma Bowdon said now to Rab,
Edward Coombs has employment
will hold a public supper at the 15, promises to be one of the most Church will be: At 11 a m the sec
in her slow, heavy fashion;
gathered in the sitting-room of the served him welL
"Rab, June’s place is here with Universalist vestry Saturday night interesting yet staged in the Snow ond in the series on “Spiritual Man opment Commission he spoke brief In Bath.
big frame house between the other
ly of its efforts to boost Maine,
After she had finished her tasks,
frem 5 to 7. The affair is ln charge Bowl elections.
Mrs. E. M. Dudley and daughter
two, where old Denman Hurder she went upstairs to her bare, high- us. June, here is your chair."
in Physical Body", entitled. "The and of its belief that the recreation
June
had
no
thought
of
exercising
of the Girl Scout committee. Mrs. i The merchants of the entire seclived with his wife who had been ceiled room to wash her hands and
Helen of Portland were dinner
Science of Health”; and at 7 p. m. season should be extended
any
choice
in
the
matter.
She
might
Ella Kenesaw, and with his daugh smooth her hair, and when she re
Charles McMahon will be chairman, 1 tion are generously offering worthguests Friday at J. A. Rines.’
A humorous feature was intro
ter Kitty Leaford, and her daughter luctantly came down again, the oth have a choice; but if she had, she assisted by Mrs H L. Banks, Mrs while gifts for the queen and her the concluding sermon in obser
kept her wishes to herself. She had
vance
of
the
week
of
prayer.
Rev.
Mr and Mrs Clarence Barnard
duced in the exercises when the
June.
ers were already gathered in the found by experience that nothing Josephine Perry. Mrs. Karl O'Brien, i four ladies-in-waiting The coroL. Clark French, pastor of the Con- toastmaster introduced ex-Post- of Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
June Leaford sometimes wondered sitting-room. Uncle Justus sat in but bruised knuckles could result
■whether other people existed as mo the shabby old chair by the piano from battering a stone wall. She Mrs. Edward Peaslee, Mrs. Harold nation plans are entirely new and gregational Church to be the speakJosiah
H
Hobbs of Starrett of Warren were recent
notonously as these folk she knew reading his paper. He would go sat down where she was bidden, and Karl, Mrs Raymond Perry, Mrs. will be presented in an ice pageant er at the union service at the Bap- Camden, and then ordered him back callers at C. Bowers.'
best: her mother, and Grandpa and presently to sleep, his chin on his she began to play with them the Earl Perry and Mrs. Horatio Cowan. in the library amphitheatre Friday list auditorium his subject The
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McIntire,
the stables, bringing out, instead
Grandma Hurder; old Matthew chest, his glasses on his nose, his game called anagrams.
A',1 children under 12 years and all evening. Feb. 16 at 7.30. followed by
Bible". The Baptist Church School
Stevenson of Camden, who Mrs. Sadie Glaude, Miss Grace
Bowdon and his wife next door in paper on his knees.
Uncle Justus went to sleep in his Olr' Scouts wil! be admitted for 15 a beautiful coronation ball at which will meet at 9 45 a. m.
spoke briefly in behalf of the Snow Strom, Josiah Jameson, son Dyson
one direction; Aunt Evie Taine, and
June's mother and young Rab chair and began to snore, and Aunt cents. Captain Trask will be in time Her Majesty and court will be
Those interested in organizing a Bowl at Hosmers Pond, and de- and daughter Vera attended the
Uncle Justus, and Rab and Asa in Taine and Asa were playing three- Evie made him move into the hall, charge of the dining room and
presented with their gifts. The
the other. This was the only world handed contract bridge at a cardChurch school at the Pleasantville c la red it to be the promoters' in installation of officers Monday at
she knew; a world a mile square, table at one side. Rab had a friend into the straight, heavily carved Dorothy Trask will sell tickets. t court will be entertained ihrough- Rural school, will meet at that tention to make it a 'Maine Coast Weymouth Grange .
of
h*^
sno^res'sUlf
reached
"them?
bul
**
with the three houses as the focus. ly eye, a light and amiable tongue.
school building at 2 15 Sunday aft- Snow Bowl" instead of a Camden
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Rines and
And these were the only folk she When June now came to the door no longer so disturbingly. That he cluding Mary Perry' Barbara ®oard- in a regal manner,
emoon. The usual sermon will be Snow Bowl.
daughter Madeline attended the
knew—these kinfolk and one other, and hesitated for a moment here, should thus move into the hall was
'
A B Stevenson. Jr., this week ad- heard at 2 30.
Attorney General Franz U. Bur basketball game between Thomas
•the man who lived in the cabin by he called to her:
a usual occurrenceand Junescarce on account of fouls. The final score J dressed 1586 students in the schools
Raychel Emerson, dramatic so kett, native of the town, was well ton Higl) and Waldoboro High Wed
the pond which was hidden in the
noticed
it
at
the
time.
Later
she
was
40
to
16
in
favor
of
Thomaston
°f
Penobscot
Bay
area
in
the
“Come along and play with us to
sunlit woods behind the house, and
night, June. You belong with us would be puzzled by the fact that | x basketball league has been Interest of the Snow Bowl and the prano will sing a group of songs qualified to talk about the Union nesday in Thomaston. Miss Made
who liked to have her call him Uncle young fry, not with the patriarchs!” Inspector Tope attached to it so
Saturday night at the Community Fair, which played host to yester- line took part in the game,
formed consisting of boys and girls 1 Queen contest. He offered the fa■Jim.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdon, Grandma much importance, as he did to every throughout the high school who j clllties of the Snow Bowl to each Building. in Rockland, in connection day's gathering, and this he did eloMrs. L. A. Winchenbach of South
She had first met this man one and Grandpa .Hurder, and Aunt movement of the others here this
with the entertainment for Fin- j quently, telling how the institution Waldoboro was guest Friday at Mrs.
day a good many years ago. As
are interested in learning more community for a home-town outing
evening.
nish relief, which will feature the had its Inception 70 years ago, and C. Bowers.'
she grew from babyhood to child
about the game. Separate leagues day.
pictures of Finland taken by Col. 1 how one man, the late Oeorge Wiley
The Husky Hustlers' 4-H Club met
hood, Grandpa Hurder used to take
Shortly after ten o’clock, a mild 1 for boys and girls have been formed
Miss Hester M. Ordway is chairber for long walks about this mileEdwin H Cooper. Miss Emerson's of North Warren had attended it at the home of the leader, Mrs.
argument developed. The discus- '
and keen competition is expected man
tbe coronation committee
square tract of land that was the
sion went on and on, till Kitty Lea
selections will include. “At Dawn- for 50 consecutive years. When it Joseph Olaude Saturday. All mem
Kenesaw domain; and later, when
ford rose with a sudden angry move to result, with perhaps some new and she has as her assistants Mrs. ing" by Cadman, "The Old Refrain" was launched nobody had any idea bers and three visitors were present
Walter Rich, Mrs. Eugene C. C.
talent showing up.
she was old enough to adventure
ment and said fretfully;
by Kreisler. and •'Until’ by San- of making money out of it. The de- After the business meeting, games
abroad alone, she explored in all
New Junior High Basketball suits.' Rich’ Mrs- Kenneth Green, Mrs.
"I must go to bed! I've a head
ders.
Her accompanist w.ll be Mrs. sire was to make it the social event were played and refreshments were
directions. She liked to slip down
ache. This heat torments me be for the boys' and girls' teams have Karold Weymouth, Mrs. J. Hugh
Elsa Constantine of Rockland, of the year in that locality and aid served.
toward the river, moving secretly
yond enduring.”
been bought. Their first games will Mont6<Hnery' Mrs Richard Bond,
among the young growth which was
Tickets are on sale by members of the cause of agriculture. He reGrandma Bowdon protested:
Philip Pitcher, Roland Richards of Ivy Chapter, O.ES.
j ferred to the fact that $300,000,000
recapturing the old pasture there;
Tibet has donated $500,000 to the
"Why, you can’t go yet, Kitty. It's be played this week
The Hobby Club under the super Rockport ahd Mrs. Cox of Rockand she discovered a screened knoll
not half-past ten. We never stop
------------------{ passed through Pari-Mutuel win- Chinese government to help prose
land.
above the stream where she could
vision of Mrs. Madelyn Porter has
till eleven.”
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS I dows in the United States last year. cute the war with Japan.
Ballots may be cast in the follow
i sit unseen and watch the bright"I must,” said Kitty Leaford. "I started many new projects. One
The members of the Association
WORK WONDERS
ihued canoes slip softly by.
must get to sleep before the storm.” which caused much interest is the ing stores: Boynton-McKay Drug
had
already been made aware of the
Aunt Evie Taine remarked in her
I At other times she went to roam
paper project started by Clarissa Company and Camden Drug Com
fact that they were welcome, but
calm, gentle tones:
fearlessly in the woods behind the
pany in Camden; Crie Hardware
VINALHAVEN AND
the fact was further impressed upon
“Of course, Kitty, you ought to go Miller. Paper is threaded into a
house. Half a mile below the crest
and Chisholm's Spa in Rockland;
to
bed,
if
you
feel
tired.
I'll
bring
sma
U
wooden
machine,
coming
out
of Kenesaw Hill, the woods ended at
them
by
Mayor
Edward
R.
Veazie,
ROCKLAND
some milk up to you. I always say ! into a desired shape. Then it is McDonald's Drug Store, Thomas
a broad highway along which cars
who improved the opportunity to
BACKACHE-SORENESS-STIFFNESS
ton;
Cogan's
Drug
Store,
Warren;
STEAMBOAT CO.
when I'm tired, a glass of warm ! made into different objects and de
passed all day long in a weaving
tell what a convenient place Rockmilk maxes me feel better than any- signs. seve,.,,, thi
have
H. S. Fossett Store, Union; and the
pattern to and fro. She knew the
ROCKLAND, ME.
'
land
was
as
a
convention
city,
and
thing else,
ou<> where is it, in the icejqu
spring-fed pond deep in the woods,
City Drug Store and Whitcombs
I to express the hope that the Maine
chest?
”
and sometimes she took off her
Service Te:
Those who contributed to this Cafe in Belfast. This paper wUI If first good rubbings with soothing, Fair Association would come again.
June confessed: “I’m afraid there
shoes and stockings to wade in the
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonisn’t any.” Uncle Justus had spilled weeks news are Gerald Hilton, carry a complete record of the warming Musterole don't bring you
The toastmaster next introduced
clear water there; or she would sit
ington, Isle An llaut, Swan's
glorious relief from those torturing mus
the last of the day's supply.
Madelyn, Genthner, and Everett standing of the contest at regular cular aches and paina—due to cold—by a trio well known to the Maine fairs
very still on the rocky summit of
Island and Frenchboro
intervals.
Cast
your
ballots
early
But
Aunt
Evie
ignored
her.
,'the knoll above the pond to watch
ail means see your doctor. But Musterule and the racing fraternity—Frank G
Babley. Harwood Steele acted as
“
We
’
ve
none
over
at
our
house,
”
usually
DOES
THE
WORK
—
for your favorite candidate.
1 through the intervening branches of
editor-in-chief.
Musterole gives quick relief because Trott turf editor of the Boston
WINTER SERVICE
she reflected. "Nothing but the top
I the trees the cars go by.
it’s MORE than "just a salve." It’s a Olobe; Oeorge M. Hatch, veteran
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Li

Subject
to change without notice
milk
that
I
saved
for
the
coffee.
I
Wish
to
Nominate
for
1940
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdon were
wonderful soothing “counttr-irrti Uncle Jim found her there one 1
Mother, have you any?” Grandma brary Association was held Jan. 8. | Fifth Annual Winter Carnival
tant" which penetrates the outer layers turf writer; and Miles B. Mank head
playing anagrams at another
J day. She was at the time about ten
of the skin to help ease local congestion of the Maine racing commission
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Bowdon nodded; and Aunt Evie and these officers were elected:
years old. He spoke to her, smiling- ! table.
and pain. Used by millions for over 30
Snow Bowl Queen
said: “I’ll run across and get President, Foster Jameson; vice
Read
Down
Read Up
The
last
speaker
on
the
official
ly, and asked her name; and she
years! 8 strengths: Regular, Children's
Evie were playing anagrams at an some."
A. M.
P. M.
(mild) and Extra Strong, 40<
president, Nathan Farwell; secre Miss .................................................
program was Mayor Frederick O.
told him what it was, and watched
“It doesn’t matter, really,” Kitty
other table; and a chair waited
«r. RM
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
with interest how the blood drained
tary,
Earle
Spear;
treasurer,
Harold
Payne
of
Augusta.
there for June. June hesitated, but Leaford repeated. “Good night.”
Address ........... ...............................
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.00
out of his lips. Later she saw him
The State subsidy of Agricultural
Mrs. Bowdon interfered. Mrs. Bow She went out into the hall and they Flanders; tustees for three years,
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 330
snore than once again, and one day
This
coupon
good
for
10
votes
if
Fairs, he said, has varied from the
don—she insisted that June call her heard her speak, loudly, to Uncle John Devorak, Alfred Storer, and
$.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
she told her mother of these en Grandma, although she was in fact Justus. He answered her, his voice
cast before Saturday, Jan. 13.
approximately $3000 provided by the 950 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 130
Earle Spear; committees: entertain
counters.
June’s great-aunt—was a ponderous sounding from halfway upstairs.
117-tf
original law to a high of $32,600
ment, Mrs. Alfred Storer; magazine, My Name is .................................
Kitty Leaford was a soft, queru- white lum^of a woman, white hair.
reached
in
the
early
years
of
the
Agnes Creamer; book, Barle Spear.
Jpus woman, who lived resentfully (
B«tt>r Than A Mustard Plastarl
(To Be Coatiaued)

WALDOBORO

1

TALK OF THE TOWN

Shuttered

L

HOUSER

/AMiiES

Spying Auto Plates

Held Up Well

Opens Saturday

MUSCULAR
FMNSACHES

*

Fvery-OtHer-Day
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was a visitor Sunday al thc homc ot | Mrs. John Field has returned to
MINTURN
PORT CLYDE
' Swampscott. Mass., for the winter,
A party was held recently at the her sister, Mrs. Verona Miller.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Burkett and
Leon Page of Newcastle Ls visiting home of Mrs. Walter Teel, a dainty
Mrs. Anna Harriman and son Ed after passing the holiday recess
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lucas are ln
hls grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
repast
being
served.
Those
present
ward
of Rockland were weekend I here.
Florida for the remainder of the i Whom You Will Take To Your Heart When She Talki Warren 8taples.
MRS. OSCAR C LANE
were Miss Alice Teel, Gwendolyn guests of Mrs. Donald Wilson.
Miss Myrtle Anderson has rewinter.
Correspondent
About Household Matters
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cunningham Teel, Walter Anderson and Walter
Mrs. Bertha Cushman and daugh- ' turned home after a visit ln New
Miss Ruth Howe was home from
of Washington are guests of Mr. and Teel.
ter Mrs. Frances Ellis were callers i York city, and will leave shortly for
Twenty-six members of the Farm 'Castine over thf weekend.
Mrs. Herbert Elwell.
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
Mrs.
Walter
Barter
of
Glenmere
Sunday ol Mrs. Sumner Teel.
. South Carolina.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gott and
Bureau, met Tuesday at Lee Shore j Elmer Light who has been residing
(Monday, Wednesday. Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m over Stations
Louise
Gott
have
moved
to
Rock

Country Club. A New England boiled in Burkettville has moved to the
WNAC. Boston: WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WTIC. Hartford;
WICC Bridgeport: WEAN. Providence; and WLBZ. Bangor).
land.
dinner was served by the committee, home of his daughter and son-inAnnice Carver, Eva Summers and Ilaw Nelson Calderwood.
Maxine Kent of Castine Normal
School
spent the weekend at home
The
mall
bag
gives
the
cue
for
pearl
onions.
1
teaspoon
curry
Dorothy Bethel.
Miss Norma Fossett was severely
Norman Staples of Atlantic visit
powder.
injured
at
the
Erskine
Academy
most
of
the
topics
discussed
in
thts
Marguerite Chapter, OES. will
Combine water and sugar and boil ed Wednesday in Stonington.
hold its installation Monday night basketball game Friday night.
column and 6lnce the holidays in
Mrs. Jessie Bragdon of Sorrento
together
three minutes. Add raisins
with Past Matron Leola Smith as
Mrs. Eleanora Ingraham of West numerable requests for new ways to
is guest of her daughter, Mrs. Abby
and
cook
five
minutes
longer;
add
installing officer assisted by Past ' Rockport is with her cousin Mrs. cook, serve or dress up the standard
Stanley.
Matron Hilma Webster as marshal. Bertha Bryant for the winter.
winter vegetables have been arriv onions and curry powder, cover and
Mrs. Lawrence Orcutt, Jr., is
simmer
10
minutes.
Turn
Into
A program will be presented and
Seven Tree Grange was invited to ing. There’s no excuse for serving
visiting her mother, Mrs. Elbridge
sterilized
jars
and
seal.
Approxi

lunch served.
North Waldoboro recently to install the same old vegetables in tiresome
Simmons of Rockland.
mate yield: 1 quart relish.
Mrs. L. W Sanborn entertained : th* officers of Maple Grange. Lin- procession from now until the spring
•Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Staples
Creamed
Maine
Potato
Rim;
Monday night at two tables of wood Carroll was the installing offi- offerings arrive in the market . . .
and Verna Staples have returned
This
can
be
prepared
for
baking
cer. Installation of the local Grange really there isn’t the slightest ex
bridge
the day before it is to be served from a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur Senter of Rockland was a
be held Jan. 17, Mrs. Nellie cuse for boring the family. For in
Maurice Donahue of Blanchard.
stance, we can send you the free then stored in the refrigerator until
visitor Tuesday in town.
I Haskell will install the officers.
Mrs. George Turner is confined
a
short
time
before
the
meal.
George Gray returned Tuesday to
Arland Eugene, four-year-old son State of Maine recipe book with 99
to her home with a severe cold.
Boil
and
finely
dice
four
or
five
Stonington.
1of Mr and Mrs. A E AmPS while different ways to cook potatoes if
The Ladies Aid meets today with
Maine potatoes. Stir these into one
Mcses Webster Lodge F A M met sliding Saturday afternoon was in you like, so there goes your alioi cup of thick white sauce, well sea Mrs. Herbert lElwell.
collision with another coaster and for potatoes, mashed, baked or
Tuesday night.
At the bridge party given Satur
soned. Add a little, minced onion
These officers were elected Friday , suffered a broken collar bone. He boiled day ln and day out.
day by the Rebekahs, prizes went
and
parsley.
Pack
the
mixture
into
tluA week
Onions? Slice and boil them in
A HEARTY
to serve De Valois Commandery the was taken to the Camden Commun.
to Abby Stanley and Norman
I I LB
very little water and add light a greased ring mold and chill over
BLEND EXPERTLY
ity
Hospital
for
x-rays.
coming year: Eminent Commander.
Staples; consolation to Avis Nor
night.
A
few
minutes
before
serv

i BAGS
ON
FRESH
COFFEE
ROASTED
cream,
butter
and
a
shake
of
cheese
The. Central Maine Power Co
O. V. Drew; Generalissimo, Oeorge
ing turn the mixture out onto an wood and Donald Joyce.
one
day.
Another
day.
try
adding
AN
OLD
NEW
ENC
ENGLAND
FAVORITE
Strachan; Captain General, Leroy crew has been setting new poles
Lillian Sprague of Orono and
ovenware platter and sprinkle with
A great many New England
i LB
Ames; senior warden, F. F. Ames; and adjusting the lines on town a touch of curry to the thin cream grated cheese. Bake in a moderate Maxine Sprague of Brewer spent
BAGS
sauce you serve over them. A third
Families
have
been
serving
our
junior warden, Curtis Webster; prel- house hill.
a day recently with Mr. and Mrs.
day, slice an equal amount of celery oven (350 degrees F.) until heated
BETTER THAN MANY COFFEES SELLING AT HIGHER PRICES
ate, O C. Lane; treasurer, Albert
Eugene Sprague.
throughout
and
browned.
Heap
Famous blends (or over thirty
or green pepper and saute the thin
Na/arene Church Notes
Carver; secretary, C. L. Boman;
buttered peas in the center of the
years - - - such loyal support
Tlie text for the pastor's sermon ly sliced onions with the celery or
standard bearer, Oeorge lawry;
SEARSMONT
ring and around the outside ar
Sunday morning was found in 1 green pepper shreds in olive oil or
DRIP GRIND OR REGULAR GRIND
is due to giving New England
sword bearer, J. E. Snow; warder. A
Scrumptious, we think. range thin slices of broiled ham.
Kings 15:5. Special solo "God's To butter.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
«.
Salisbury
at

A. Peterson; sentinel, E M. Hall,
VACUUM PACKED
TINS
MENU
the Finest roasted coffees
Onions scalloped in tomato Juice;
tended a recent anniversary party
finance committee, O V. Drew, morrow" was sung by Mrs. Herbert
Breakfast
onions boiled whole, hollowed out
possible.
given in honor of his stepmother
Oeorge Strachan and Leroy Ames Mank. The Bible School hour was
Grapefruit Halves
and stuffed with hash, baked beans,
spent
in
the
study
of
a
helpful
M
s
Tena
Salisbury
of
Camden,
An alarm of fire was given MonWholewheat Cereal
A question was cheese and crumbs or creamed vege
the party being held in observance
20 oz1
WHOLE WHEAT or SWFET RYE
day night about 9 30, which proved lesson on 'Faith."
Soft-cooked Eggs on Toast
tables
...
all
good
and
all
differ

to be a barn belonging to Preston “ked *
Willing Workers Class
of
her 89th birthday.
LVS.
Winter Marmalade
SPECIAL
THIS
WEEK
ONLY
Young The fire department quick- whlch WlU be answered next Sunday ent.
The Lad.es Aid met Jan. 3 with
Coffee
Beets? Well, Harvard sauce gives
ly responded and the blaze was exclosing hymn “ln lh€ Ne* Je"
Mrs C. H. Bryant at the parsonage
Lunch
them a new flavor. Or peel and
tlnguLshed with little damage.
rusalcm" was 1<>d ‘n singin« b>' Mr£
Plans were made for an all-day
Prudence Lamb Stew
Mank and her Rainbow Class of cube raw beets, melt butter in the
meeting today in the vestry to tack
Melba Toast
saucepan, add raw beets and the
Junior Girls,
quilts.
Fruit Salad
EAST FRIENDSHIP
juice
of
half
a
lemon,
cover
and
The N Y.P.S. topic was based on
•Vienna Tarts
Colby Howard is trucking pulp
the
type of young people's Journal cook slowly for 10 minutes. Season
Tetley Tea
wood to Oakland
Miss Nora Seaver of Stamford,
with
salt
and
pepper,
add
a
little
10 LB.
Dinner
Mrs. Mary Collins and Mr and
Conn, who was at her home here 15 years ago and the one today water and continue cooking over
Miss
Evelyn
Danforth
was
the
lead•Creamed
Maine
Potato
Ring
Mrs. Raymond Harriman and fam
for the holiday recess, has been
BAG
' er. The subject for the evening low heat about 15 minutes longer
ily have recently moved from Bur- j
with Ham
railed to North Carolina by the
or
until
tender.
service was “Prayer."
Baked On tons
kettvllle to the former McFarland
death of her father.
Shredded beets or shredded car • J Frosted Peas
The Missionary Society met Tues
'Spiced Raisin Relish
house, which they bought from Mr.
Riley Bradford is in ill health.
rots baked in butter and very little
day at the home of Miss Mary Ware,
TALL
Peanut Butter Apple Crumble
and Mrs. William Warner.
Mr. and Mrs A. L. Burns attend
water in a moderate oven, the cas
The second chapter of the new study
Coffee
TINS
Mrs Mildred Hemenway and sons
ed the funeral services Sunday for
serole covered, taste quite different;
book on "Our Island Kingdoms ' was
• Recipes given.
Gardiner and Drummond, have
Norris Carter in Thomaston.
shredded celery baked in bouillon
studied. A letter was also read from
moved to New Harbor, where they I
with a dash of onion, sage and
one of the missionaries in Coban.
DEER ISLE
have employment.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AD>
thyme
is
delectable.
Or
stuff
FANCY
1 Guatemala.
No >/i TIN
Mrs. Lesl.e Roberts is visiting at J
WORK WONDERS
CHATKA
celery stalks with crumb stuffing
RED
ALASKA
Services Sunday will be: Worship
Mrs Goodwin P Eaton who has ths home of her daughter. Mrs |
delicately seasoned with onion and
at 10 o'clock. Bible School, 11.15;
been vis.ting in Rockland has re"DAINTY DOT"
Floyd in Searsport.
herbs and simmer in half a cup of
FOR
New Under-arm
ALL gc and IOC VARIETIES
N.YP8., 6; Evangelistic service at
turned home.
Charles H. Cunningham of Bel
bouillon in a covered saucepan to
7. The topic for the young people s
Mrs. Vivian Lufkin is spending
Fmcy
CMAM SALAC
fast was a caller here Sunday.
Cream Deodorant service will be a missionary lesson serve as a vegetable.
the winter with her sister Mrs.
Timb.rl.k.
MUSTARD
You
’
ll
never
recognize
cabbage
if
safely
on the Cape Verde Islands, The
Mabel Sturdee in Stonington.
you'll shred it and cock it five to
TENANT’S HARBOR
No l
Stops Perspiration leader will be Mrs. Helen Cramer. eight minutes in rapidly boiling Mr and Mrs. Carl Haskell spent
TREE°RIPENED
TINS
Prayer meeting tonight at 7.30
Saturday
in
Bangor.
’
|
Robert
Merriott and Thomas Mel.
salted water, then drain it thorough
PINK ALASKA
The Island Fish and Game As- j quist are chopping cord wood for
ly and add cream and butter. It's
2 LB
CAI T
"CRYSTALINE"
"Blackmgton's Annual $2 Shoe Jade green and delicate in flavor. sociation met Jan. 5 with a large i Frank Brown,
CTNS
FREE RUNNING
sale starts Friday, 9 a. m., Jan. 12. Or. instead of cream and butter attendance. A fine supper was j Mrs. Maud Paterson has employ'LB <]
For list read advertisement Page 7. blend a quarter cup of ohili sauce served. Chief Game Research Direc- J ment for the winter in Boston,
TINS
Fancy
—adv.
tor
Joseph
Stickney
who
was
a
j
Naomi
Chapter
will
hold
a
pubwith an equal amount of boiled
OI
salad dressing, mix well with the guest showed excellent moving pic- I lie Installation Jan. 26
lno rke 20
PKG
lures.
William Monaghan is seriously
ROCKVILLE
cooked cabbage, reheat and serve.
Miss Adelaide Eaton who has 11L
One of our ladies suggests a way
a oi
Does not rot dresses — does
PLAIN orSUCARED
*S?
Kenneth and Norman Thurston to keep small-sized recipe books spent several weeks ln Malden,
TINS
not irritate skin.
Mrs. Margaret Mcldrum ls slow
are studying auto mechanics, body neat and tidy. She assembles them Mass., is home.
No waiting to dry. Can be used
ly improving from recent illness.
right after shaving.
and fender work and Diesel me all together, punches holes in the
Miss Adelle Hawkins of Rcckpori,
"SUNNY DAY"
I
QT
Instantly stops perspiration for
chanics in Detroit Brainerd Thurs bound side and puts them all in a
The "horseless carriage" was be was weekend guest of her parents.
LARGE
1 to } days. Removes odor
bots
MAKES CLOTHES WHITER
'
DOZ
ton was called back by the Direc loose-leaf notebook.
SIZE
from perspiration.
Then, she lieved doomed to failure because
James Paterson has completed
tors of Zion Bible Institute, East covers the notebooks with bright horses could see at night, but the hls work at Snow's shipyard tn
QT
"SUNNY DAY"
A pure white, greaseless, stain
Rocogniiod Quality
BOTS
less vanishing cream.
Provdence, R. I„ for another year.
oilcloth and has a neat and tidy carriage couldn't.
Rockland.
Arrid has been awarded the
kitchen shelf.
Approval Seal of the American
PANCAKE
GEORGES RIVER ROAD She also discards outworn and
Institute of Laundering, for
R. C. flarutasuf, GnacJte* Sale.
being harmless to fabrics.
outmoded recipe books and as
L8
The evening service Sunday at sembles others. We can tell you
IS MILLION jart of Arrid
Premiums
Pride Assort. PKG
»»*
have been sold. Try a jar today!
the Finnish Church will begin at 7 about a set of bright new recipe
TIMBER
Saltinas
kg I
Royal Lunch
oclock. Sunday School meets at 2. books you may have for the asking.
LAKE
Sugar Cookies
Grahams
Send to Marjorie Mills, Yankee
Buy Yourself rich—through claa- Network, for the new Brer Rabbit
OOf*
I
Al ■**
eellioc toilet ro«<i
aifled offers
recipe book, the State of Maine po
tato recipe book, the Good Luck
cookbook, the Nestles Semi-sweet
chocolate recipe leaflet, the two
WHITE SPRAY
QUICK OR REGl LAR
ASST. FLAVORS
Knox leaflets, one for low-calory
desserts and one explaining the in
lu oz.
creased energy plan, and you have
the nucleus of a bright and shining
PKGS.
addition to your culinary lore for
the new year.
GOING TO FLORIDA?
BELMONT
SANTA CLARA
Vienna Tarts
One cup flour, % teaspoon salt, 3
Here's Whal You Want To
tablespoons Land O’ Lakes Sweet
Know About Florida
Cream Butter, and-thlrd cup
cream cheese, 2 teaspoons cream.
HOW TO HAVE MOtE FUN. Collier knows more
MAYFLOWER
Mix the ingredients. Chill. Break
about Florida than almost anyone. Thai's why you
off one-inch balls. Roll out until
find Collier Hotels at the smartest resorts ..with
thin and fit into shallow tart pans.
magnificent beaches, wonderful sporting facilities
Prick tops and sides and bake six
and everything you want for a perfect vacation.
minutes in a moderate oven. Cool
HOW TO GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY. Smart people
and serve filled with fresh or pre
who know Florida slay at Collier Hotels. Why?
FIN AST
served fruits. Top with whipped
Because Collier saves money by operating TWELVE
cream.
fashionable hotels under ONE management. This
Peanut Butter Apple Crumbles
saving is passed on jo you in the form of lower rales.
ta
Six cooking apples, pared, ‘s cup
HOTEL MANATEE RIVER, Br.d.nlon
sugar, 'i cup flour, *< teaspoon salt,
HOTEL CHARLOTTE HARBOR, Punta Gorda
> on tan hate all lhe luxurious comforts and
3 tablespoons peanut butter, 3 table
HOTEL SARASOTA TERRACE, Sarasota
pleasure* that Miami offers. 1*1 Coinotloro
HOTEL TAMPA TERRACE, Tampa
spoons Land O Lakes Sweet Cream
HOTEL FLORIDAN, Tampa
affords eicellent facilities and is centrally
Butter.
USEPPA INN, Usappa Island
Slice apples Into shallow, but
Iota led just a whisper from all activities.
GASPARILLA INN, Boca Granda
EVERGLADES INN, Everglades
tered baking dish, 10 x 6 inches.
ROD * GUN CLUB, Everglades
The rates are well within your vacation
Mix sugar, flour and salt. Cut in
HOTEL ROYAL WORTH, W Film Beech
peanut
butter
with
pastry
blender
budget. 250 artistically furnished ami deco
HOTEL DIXIE COURT, W. Pelm Beach
SWEET AND JUICY
MAINE HAND PICKED
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE, Lakeland
or two knives until thoroughly
rated rooms with com hi no lion tuhand shower
mixed. Pour evenly over apples.
• Send today lor your copy ol the fascinating naw Collier
hath from $2.50 single. $1 00 double. Attrac
Bake in a moderate oven (350 de
Florida Folder, wtih ell rales. Il will help you choose the
MED.
#LGE.
tive season rates quoted upon request The
resort snd holel that will suit your taste end pocket best Wiile
grees F.) 50 minutes, or until apples
Hotels or N. Y. office 745 5th Ave. Ask your Travel Agent.
modcrnair-coolcdroffccsliopisfamousfot line
are soft. Serve warm with cream
SIZE
&SIZE
or foamy sauce. Yield: 6 portions.
food at moderate prices El Gomodoro (lock*
Spired Raisin Relish
tail lx>ungc is nlways a popular rendezvouat
One cup water, 1 cup sugar, 1 12oz. package seedless raisins, 2 cups
Under the Personal Direction
JOSEPH II. ADAMS, MANAGER
1VATIVF
AND
ASSOCIATED
HOTELS
BACKACHE CAUSED BY—
745 FI FTH AVENUE, N.Y.
3 ?lN
YEAR
ROUND
Backache may be caused by sluggish

VINALHAVEN

A MAID CALLED MILLS

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
F/NE COFFEESfit

Thee

KYBO

JOHN ALDEN
RICHMOND

2

27‘

COPLEY

2

45C

Q
Jb

BREAD

Cloverdale

■ 00n I PURE
“ £ jb I LARD

OLEO

Fine Granulated

SUGAR
Evangeline Milk
100 lb bag

$5.40

CRAB MEAT

SALMON

2xA3‘

SPICES

FRENCH’S

A

PEACHES

SALMON

2;mt27«

NitjcN 2

jMLI
A
PARD DOG FOOD 3

PILLSBURY’S

1.

“ ?

BUFFET FRUITS

2.
3-

J

3

J

-NUTS

BLEACH

4.
8*

AMMONIA

Judge it by its Cup Quality

SAUDI

ARRID

TEA

A.

SYRUP

2bo;'s25c

&1t<

Everyday Low Prices

Dainty
JELL

4k15c

Rolled
OATS

PRUNES

Paper
TOWELS

SPAM or
SPICED HAM

Soda
CRACKERS

Large

thi. winter

QK.

ff - OCn Sliced
BACON
TOMATOES

Standard

4' XuC

fM/r-'VicmBus

g

FLORIDA ORANGES mcintosh apples

2

florida coast hotels

kidneys.
If excess acid and other
wastes arc not regularly eliminated tt
may also lead to getting up nights,
burning, scanty or frequent flow, leg
or rheumatic pains, headache or dizzi
ness
Keep Kidneys active same as
bowels. Get a 25c box of Bukets from
any druggist Your 25c back ln 4 days
If not pleased. Locally at Charles W.

Sheldon, druggist; C. H Moore dc Co.

V

„ oDOZ

8 25c $1.29 bu.

bunch 6c
GRAPEFRUIT 4 for 15c BEETS
NEW CABBAGE lb Sc CARROTS bunch 6c
SQUASH
5 lbs 10c ONIONS 10 lb bag 25c

Collier
GEORGE H. MASON
Pre*. & Gen. Mgr.

°ozmf IP

1

S.

W.

FIRSF

ST.

Al

Snd

AVt

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Every-Other-Day
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I
were served. Those present were
MORSE-GIBSON
of colored bulbs, which was arranged
Mrs Oertrude Hahn. Mrs. Annie
------by Mis. Pearl Warren with her
Advertisements ln this column do
Esther Evelyn Gibson, daughter estjyet iC mind and adept hands, asWyllie, Mrs. Letltia Starrett, Mrs.
to exceed three lines inserted once fo
ftftftft
Minnie Wilson. Mrs. Lucy Sillery, of Rev. Mary S. Gibson, pastor ot . sjsjed ^y a ia<jy wh06c modesty im••
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
zx z\ zs zx
ditlonal lines flve cents each for on
Mrs. Etta Benner and Mrs. Dora the Methodist Church at North I pcnecj jler t0 ask that her name be
LTOAO. GHAMBNEY
grp-pi/Fy T. WILLIAMS
tltue. 10 cents for three times. Flv
Waldoboro,
and
Virgil
Morse.
Jr
■
withhqld.
small words to
11ns.
Kalloch.
Correspondent
Correspondent
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs
Virgil
Moi
sc.
the
appointed
time
Mrs.
Harrv
ft
ft
ft
ft
ftftftft
Russell Tabbutt. who is employed
bv Oscar H Crie sustained an in- Sr' Were '”arned
parS0"“gC Hawes of North Vassalboro played
Tel. 2236
Tel. 190
bj Oscar H. Crie, sustained an in , ]as[ F,.iday (orcnoon in front of an
..
~
, Me.. ..r LxjVe yoa
Fresh,Native Chickens...................................... lb .25
jury to his face below the right eye
beautifuUy trinuned with ever- £J.
f/om
—_ —............
B„cnlr„,
u,„tM, a,SPi,y
„’r“X”wXs
1
Golden Smoked Shoulders...............................lb .15
The Garden Club met Tuesday
Miss Elizabeth Henry came home Tuesday at his work, necessitating
These
shoulders
are
well
trimmed
and
good
flavor.
night
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Maynard
Tuesday night for an indefinite stay three stitches being taken. He was
RING found on Main St. Wednesday
March.'
Apply 40 Winter St.
5-1 j
Little Pig Pork Roasts.................................... lh .18
with her mother. Mrs. Mary Henry. treated at the office of Dr. Moss.
lowing which election of officers will
Philip s Weston, best man, ap- Ingraham wltli a goodly number
NOTICE
Is
hereby
given
ol
the
los
Small
ribs,
sweet
and
tender.
present.
It
was
the
planning
meet

Miss Henry has been dietitian at
The annual meeting of the stock take place.
cf deposit book numbered 3980 an<
peared first beneath the arch, fol- ing with the assignment of hosts
the
owner
of
said
book
asks
lor
du
tlie Sanford High School which was holders of the Thomaston National
Waldo County Potatoes .... peck .30; bushel 1.15
Parent-TeacherAssociationmeets jowed by the groonl Next came the
plicate ln accordance with the provlsloi
and program leaders for each meet
destroyed by fire Monday.
of
the
State
Law
Union
Branch.
KNO>
r
Bank was held Tuesday, these di- tonight in the High School As- bridc dressed
aqua blue crepe,
Johnson Y. E. Beans............. 2 qts .25; peck .90
COUNTY TRUST COMPANY, Rockland |
ing. Two special occasions of the
Mrs. Earle Starrett is convalescent rectors beingelected: LzviSeavey, sembly hall.
Me
.
Dec.
21,
1939.
5-Th-l!
|
and Miss Laura Chapman, the
California White Celery........................ 2 bchs .25
year will be the seed and seedling
from a recent illness.
Richard E.Dunn,Richard OElliot,
Mrs. Clifford Clark returned last bridesmaid dressed in rose crepe.
meeting in May at the home of Mr.
California Iceberg Lettuce.............. lge heads .10
carrylng Colonial bouquets,
The Federated Circle met Tuesday Robert Walsh, and Frank D. Elliot night from a two weeks' visit with
and Mrs. H. O Heistad and the an- ,
of
Thomaston,
and
Willis
Vinal
of
i^
r
daughter.
Mrs
George
Potter,
Tllfn
stepped
f
orlh
R
ev
Mary
S.
with a covered dish dinner at noon
Jameson’s Home Made Sausage................... To .25
nual flower show in July at the
served by Mrs. Charlotte Gray, Mrs ' Warren. The officers re-elected jn Needham. Mas,-.
Gibson, pastor of the Methodist
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
New Pitted Dates.............................................. lb .15
At the special meetings of the
and mother of the bride,
Eliza Walker, Mrs. Eleanor Feyler ' were: President. Richard O Elliot;
Shibles. The February meeting
FURNISHED apartment to let or
Fancy Baskets Shelled Pecans................................ 30
and Miss Helen Studley. There executive vice president and trust William-Brazier Post and Unit last and in her characteristically calm
Warren St. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. 3-! |
will be at the home of Mr. and Mrs. .
were 33 present at dinner which was officer, Frank D. Elliot; vice presi- night it was voted to hold a beano and euSy malmer solemnized the
Indian River Florida Oranges................ 2 doz .35
FURNISHED, heated apartment to lei
Arthur K Walker with Mrs. Loana
14 MASONIC ST . City.
3’! 1
announced as public. In the after-! dent, Richard E. Dunn; cashier. party at Watts hall for the benefit tile The bride was given in marShibles in charge of th eprogram.
Fancy
Cut
Refugee
Beans
.....................
2
cans
.25
noon Miss Studley, the new prcsi- ' Harold F. Dana; assistant cashier, of the Finnish Relief Fund.
FURNISHED three-room apartmen
riage by Dr. H. W. Frohock of Rock
to let, on first floor. THOMPSON, if
Philip Spear has completed tlie
' Mrs. Henry Montgomery, Mrs. land a long time friend of the
Bacon, Fancy Sliced....................................... lb .20
dent, conducted the business meet- , Charles M. Starrett.
Willow St.
4-<
student
course
at
the
Botanical
Never had a price so low on good bacon.
ing. Mrs. Nina Leach retiring sec- I The Til-County Osteopathic As- Philip Greenleaf, Mrs. Robert Libby family. The double ring service was
FOUR-room
completely
furnlshec
Oardens, Bronx, N. Y., and now has
retary. acted in that capacity in I
apartment to let
Warm. cozy, comSuperba Canned Crab Meat..................................... 28
sociation met Monday night at Web- :ind Miss Rebecca Robertson were used.
tollable, privacy, yet central location
A reception followed tlie ceremony a position as assistant to Dr. Dodge,
place of Mrs. Margaret Stone, who ber's inn where dinner was served afternoon tea guests Wednesday of
Fancy white, large pieces.
Hot water heat, shower. Are place heat
light and water free
TEL. 980 oi
with Mrs. George Clark of Nor'h plant pathologist at tile Gardens.
was unable to attend. January has Dr. Franklin Randolph of Waldo- Mrs J- Edward Elliot.
Tall Cans Fruit for Cocktail ................................... 17
984-10
5-.I
Mrs.
Nellie
Alexander
returned
Vassalboro
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Bond
of
been designated as membership boro presided over the business 1
• • • •
Tall Cans Fruit for Salads ........................................ 18
LIVING, dining, two bed roonw
Saturday
night
from
Oroton,
Conn,
Jefferson as dispensers of the cakes
kitchen, flush, cellar, shed; garage it I
month, and dues are now payable to meeting, at which time officers were i Gracc Chafer Annual Meeting
Northern Spy Apples..................................peck .35
necessary. DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant
tlie treasurer, Mrs. Shirley T. Wil elected thus: President. Dr. Lester . The annual meeting and election and coffee. Mrs. Warren Pearl, Miss where she has been visiting tlie past
St
4-tl |
Nice to eat or rook.
liams. It was decided to have two Gross, of Jefferson; vice president.'°i officers cf Grace Chapter OIK Laura Chapman and Mrs. Harry two weeks.
MODERN
apartment
to
let,
five
rooms
1
Pint Bottle Grape Juice............................................. 18
Mrs. Hattie Kenney and son Ver
with bath: every convenience, heated 1
meetings each month instead of the Dr. E. R Moss, of Thomaston; Dr. was held last night, these officers Hawes served Mrs, Marion Hitch
fireplace,
electric
refrigerator,
garage
1
Pint Bottle Cranberry Juice Cocktail.................... 20
usual one. The next meeting will Sherwood Armstrong of Camden, re- being chosen: Worthy matron. Lura cock of Damariscotta was ln charge non are in Searsport for a few days
Furnished or unfurnished as desired 1
called
by
the
illness
of
a
relative.
Residential
location:
available
aftei
Superba 10 oz. Apple Jelly..................................... 10
be held Jan 23. at 2 o clock at the elected secretary-treasurer; board of L;bb\. re-elected; worthy patron, of the gift-book. The gifts were
Feb 4
Inquire MIKE ARMATA. Th<
Steward Rhodes and family have
Men s Shop. Main and Park Sts . Rock-1
home of Miss Studley. Committees trustees, Dr. Verne Rice of Searsport Laurence Perry; associate matron, many and valuable. One gift in a
Superba 8 oz. Crushed Pineapple .... 3 cans .25c
land
2-tll
moved
to
Brunswick
where
they
will
for fair work were appointed—Mrs and Dr. Louis Benson of Cushing; Margaret Lakeman; associate pa- sealed envelope was accompanied
California No. 1 Budded Walnuts............ lb .25
FURNISHED three-room apartmeml
reside
while
lie
has
employment
*Nina Leach and Mrs. Selma Biggers I corresponding secretary to thetron. Leroy Seekins; secretaray. with the following little send-off:
to let. toilet, piazza, shed; hot water!
Stokeley’s Baby Food.................................. can .10
with the Hyde Windlass Co. in Bath.
little gift enclosed inside
12 Knox St . TEL 156-W
I48-tl
for fancy-work; Mrs. Lillian Com- American Osteopathic Association. Florence Gardiner; treasurer, Cora The
Will buy a trinket for the bride.
Lge. 30 oz. Jars Crosse&Blackwell Mincemeat .40
Arthur Ott, who has been visiting
ery and Mrs. Mary Fales for aprons; Dr. E. R. Biggers, Thomaston. Dr Knights;
TWO
unfurnished
apartments
to
let
But
"Junior'
doesnt
need
such
stuff
conductress.
Madolin
This is far ahead of that best batch Grandmother made.
Tel 629-M. ELLA COLLINS, 25 Nortl
Miss Nellie Gardiner, Mrs. Alice i Moss presented a paper on a pro- Spear: associate conductress. Doro- He has the bride, and that's enough! his son Herbert Ott and family in
Main St.
1-tl
Pop Com........................................................ 3 lbs .20
A short time after the ceremony Groton, Conn., during the holiday
Macgowan and Mrs. Edith Hathorn, fessional subject. Others who at- thea Young; finance committee:
SIX-room apartment and bath to let
Pop some in the evening, just so you can keep your
season
returned
home
Saturday.
the
happy
couple
started
on
their
*15 month: three-room apartment ant
visiting committee. The kitchen tended were Dr. Donald Leigh ot Margaret Lakeman, Madolin Spear
wife at home.
bath.
*10 month V. F. STUDLEY. 2K
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker
honeymoon trip, the destination un
shower for the church was deferred j Rockland, Dr Benjamin Duce of and Leroy Seekins
MAIN ST.. Tel 1154
149-t
Large Cans Pumpkin or Squash................ can .15
attended
funeral
services
Tuesday
known
to
anyone
save
to
the
near
to Jan. 23, at which time each mem Damariscotta, and Dr. Charles Di- ( It was decided to have a scmlFURNISHED rooms to let. deslr
Grape
Fruit
Juice
.........................................
can
.10
able location
mrs A C. JONES. :
for his aunt, Mrs. Wesley Butler, in
ber is requested to take a ten-cent Perri of Wiscasset. The next meet- public installation at Watts hall, relatives and friends.
Talbot Ave . Tel. 576.
126-t
Peanut Brittle......................................... 1 lb box .20
The groom is co-partner with his Rockland.
gift for the church kitchen or din ing will be Feb. 12 in Thomaston, the date to be announced.
FURNISHED room. In quiet neighbor
A conference of offioers of .all
father. Virgil Morse. Sr., and to
hood, flve minutes from Post Office
Canned Raspberries................................................... 25
ing-room.
and the speaker will be Dr. Harry
Mrs. Faye Stetson invited the gether they are making good on organizations connected with the
TEL 34. Rockland.
97»t
Canned
Strawberries
................................................
30
Mrs. Susie Newbegi was hostess to Pettapiece of Camden:
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. TEL
Star Circle to meet at her home Jan. their fine farm, situated at the ex Baptist Church is called by the pas
579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS
1-t
Baxter’s Sterling Peas............................. 2 cans .25
the Busy Eight Club Tuesday after
The We-Two Club enjoyed a mys 13. Mrs. Ruth Perry Mrs. Dorothea treme north end of the town. On tor, Rev. C. V. Overman for Friday
noon. A belated Christmas tree was tery ride Monday night for their 'oung' Mrs. Dorothy Libby and
their return the newlyweds plan to night at 7.
An invitation is ex
enjoyed and the afternoon was spent get-together their destination turn- Mrs Marion Orafton were appoint
locate in this comfortable and finely tended to all interested members
socially, conundrums and Christmas
of the church and parish.
ing out to be the Fev’er cottage at ed to serve as a committee in charge well equipped home.
stories and songs contributing to
• « « «
Being young and vigorous It seems
Pleasant Point. A pleasant evening cf the public card party to be held
the entertainment. Refreshments
At BLACK! NG TON'S—640 pairs o
Reception To Pastor
was spent in general fun, toasting Jan. 29 starting another series of safe to reckon them an asset to so
*3 50. *3 95 and *5 shoes lor sale at *i
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman the new
ciety, ever ready and willing to take
Friday Jan 12 to 20
5weinies and marshmallows for re feur.
743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17
pastor at the Baptist Church and
APT house lor sale, furnished, mod
an active part.
freshments. Mr and Mrs. Richard
em. best locality, profitable. For infor
We all wish the couple a happy Mrs Overman were tendered a re
Feyler and Mr and Mrs. Clayton
Attention. Thomaston range oil
mat ion write MBS HARRY L THOMT
SON. 24 Dumucco St Tel. 599. Bath
ception Monday night in the ves
Staples were the committee in buyers! Phone all orders for Texaco Journey through their marital life.
Me
5IW.
R.
Walter.
try
with
a
large
number
present,
charge, and others in the group were °H to Gerald or Orrin Creamer
UPRIGHT piano for sale ln good ron r
North Waldoboro. Jan. 8.
dltlon. modem desk and chair to mate! I
representing the parishes of both
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ingalls, Mr. and only, number 178. local representaMRS. EMILY W. BL'TLER
! and it was there that she was also writing desk and bookcase com
this and the West Rockport Church
Mrs. Forest Stone, Mr. and Mrs tives for A C. McLoon A- Co., Rocki blued. Call at 34 HILL ST. Rocklant
1 stricken with her last illness.
__________________
3« [
Only one federal law protects the which is also included in his pas
Forrest Grafton, and Dr. and Mrs. land.
5-6
The death of Emily iWalken
SHENANDOAH wood-burning broodt r
Am crican flag from desecration.
Mrs. Butler, for many years, was a , and
torate.
Philip R. Greenleaf. Mr. and Mrs.-----------------200 chicks hover for sale, used on I
widow of Wesley Butler, occurred
In the receiving line with Rev.
Ingalls and Dr and Mrs. Oreenleaf
"Blackir.gton's Annual $2 Shoe
member of the Advent Church, but sea on BERT GREGORY Olen Cov<
JUST A FEW DROPS
Tel 361-R
3Jan.
6
in
Danvers.
Mass.,
at
the
age
If the earth stopped moving in its and Mrs. Overman were her parents,
are ln charge of the next meeting ! sale starts Friday, 9 a. m, Jan. 12.
RELIEVE HEAD COLD STUFFINESS
afterward became affiliated with
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale, ne'
AND MISERY
orbit,
it
would
fall
into
the
sun
of
86.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Sims of Bath,
! the Church of the Nazarene, and its bedroom suite, safe, piano, kitchen se
which will be held at the Oreenleaf For list read advertisement Page 7.
ELLENA PALMA. 17 Brewster St
4'
within two months.
Rev J. C. MacDonald of the Bap
Mrs. Butler was born in Union, pastor. Rev. Allbright, accompanied I TWO” cows for sale one new mllcl
home. There will be a supper, fol- I —adv.
tist Church in Rockland. Rev. and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel the remains here to conduct the also breeding sow two years old. WH
Mrs. Sidney Packard of Camden, Walker, but a greater part of her funeral services which were held at LIS MOODY. Warren_______________ 5'
CAMERA for sale-Argus Model AI
Rev. and Mrs. Newell Smith of Ten life was spent in Appleton. After the Russell funeral home Tuesday, j with
case and accessories. Perfect cot
ant's Harbor. Rev. and Mrs. W. F. her marriage to Mr. Butler they Interment was in Pine Orove ceme dltlon. and reasonable Write CAMER
care Courier-Gazette________________ 4"
Brown of the Chestnut Street Bap moved to Warren Highlands where tery, Appleton.
E fiat alto saxophone and case ft
tist Church of Camden, Charles they resided at the time of his
Surviving relatives are her daugh sale, perfect condition, mfg by C. <
Conn: easy terms BABBIDGE STUDK
Marston, Mr. and Mrs. William death. She then ’'ent to Beverly, ter and three grandchildren.
___________________________ -V
Whitney, Mr. and Mrs. W. Leeman Mass., to make her home with her
1 20 TONS of cut hay for sat
CHARLES COUGHLIN. 139 Rankin Stfl
Oxton of West Rockport and Mr. daughter, Mrs. Bernice Waldron,
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
Tel 365-W.4
and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker. Mrs.
STANDIING pine for sale. 125.000 f
GEORGES RIVER KENNELS. Warren
Clara Lane, church organist was at
3'
the piano during this part of the
COON and cat hound for sale: alj
5 hound pups. GEORGES RIVER KElfl
program.
I NEfcB. Warren.
________________3fl
In the entertainment which fol
D & H hard coal. egg. atove. nufl
lowed these pleasing numbers were
j *14 50 per ton. del Household soft coal
$8 per ton. del. Lumpy new River sofj
presented: Clarinet duet, Norma
$9 per ton. del. Ask for swap for caafl
tickets M B & C. O PERRY, 519 Mall
Hoyle and Beatrice Marston; trum
St- Tel 487
!-■
pet solo, Neil Brown, with Mrs.
FORD coupe. 1936. for sale,
condition, price reasonable. ETHlfl
Veda Brown, accompanist; violin
LUDWIO. 65 North Main St_____ 154
solo David Eaton. Miss Arlene TomHARD coal for sale. (14 50; PocahoJR
inski accompanist; a vocal duet, a
tas soft lumpy. *9; dry fitted hafl
wood.
*10.
J. B. PAULSEN,
■
Finnish folk song, sung in Swedish
Thomaston 62_______________________
by Mr and Mrs. H. O. Heistad, Mrs.
DRY hard wood per foot. fltted7*L^B
Sawed *1 IS. long, *1.05.
B
Heistad accompanist; a saxophone
j PERRY. Tel. 487.
______________
and flute selection by Miss Dorothy
Keller and Miss Carolyn Andrews;
reading "My Preacher's Task,'' by
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman.
Greetings were extended by the
various pastors present, and were
5£\N wanted. (125 flrat month. Lan
scape Service work: handle orders I
also sent by Rev. N. F. Atwooa of the
old. new customers;
STUART'S NU
SERIES. 253 Union St. Newark, N^
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Marstaller of the Littlefield Memorial
RELIABLE man or women wanted
handle established grocey route I
Church in Rockland, and Rev. H. I.
Rockland Earnings should average I
Holt, who were unable to be present.
weekly. No investment required Wr|
—OF—
Tlie J R WATKINS COMPANY. Nej
Deacon Arthur K. Walker was mas
ark, N J._______ __ _________________ 41
ter of ceremonies.
WASHINGS wanted to do at Loiti
wet. dry or I oned: price reasonab!
Refreshments were served by
44 WILLOW ST.. City.______________2
young women from the church
WATCHMAKER — Repairing watebi
school, Miss Gladys Quimby, Miss
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call
deliver, 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER.
Leoline Wilson, Misses Arlene and
Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel. 958-J
‘DESTRY RIDES AGAIN”
Doris Tomlnski, Miss Norma Hoyle,
Miss Beatrice Marston, Miss Althea
Joyce, and Mrs. Peggy Yattaw .
The committee in charge of the
affair was composed of Mrs. Maud
A
Igw-w******.****
(Formerly C. F. Smith, Camden)
Walker, Mrs. Loana Shibles and
CLEMENTS Chicks are "tops" for heal
egg production and meat Reds. Roc*
Mrs. Ella Overlock of the Ladies'
Clem-Cross baby pullets, cockerel
Circle and Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, Mrs,
Mslne-U. 8 Pullorum Clean Based <
years of finest breeding Pullet chic
Hazel Cain and Mrs. Alice Marston
ln all breeds. Free catalog tells
Wri» todav
CLEMENTS HROTHEJ
of tlie Trytohelp Club.

In Everybody’s Column

ROCKPORT

THOMASTON

JAMESON’S SPECIALS!

-

J

a

•LOST AND FOUND

1
11
11

TO LET

•

I
1
1
11
11
I11
1
1
11

FOR SALE

J. A. JAMESON CO.

HUD,(OLDS

II

=

NOTICE
A. C. McLOON & CO.

Cltv

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

excelled

-M

l^H
M. A C ■

HAVE BOUGHT OUT the Inter
ests, Equipment and Good Will

•

WANTED

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Creamer’s Service

w

*EGGS AND CHICKS

RANGE AND FUEL OIL DEALERS SERVING

THOMASTON, ST. GEORGE, TENANT’S HARBOR, WARREN, UNION, ROCKLAND, ROCK
PORT, CAMDEN AND NEIGHBORING TOWNS
ASSURING OLD AND NEW CUSTOMERS THE BEST OF SERVICE AND QUALITY, WE EARN
ESTLY SOLICIT YOUR CONTINUED PATRONAGE

In Rockland Phone 51; Thomaston 178 Camden and Rockport 519 or 2385;
St. George, Tenant’s Harbor and Warren; Regular Routes As Usual
ASK FOR ROGERS SILVERWARE COUPONS

A. C. McLOON & CO., Rockland
24 HOUR SERVICE

a

FARMS. Rt. 33. Winterport, Me

Cormorants have been caught in
crab pots, 120 feet below the sur
face of the water.

; MISCELLANEOUS
gt************!

Greece has a law which requires
all its canned goods be stamped to
show the date of packing.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Calomel—And You’ll Jump Out ol
Bed in the Morning Ruin' lo Go
The liver ahould pour out two pints of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this
bile is not flowing fieely, your food may
not digest. It may just decay in the boweis.
(las bloats up your stomach. You get consti
pated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little
Liver Fills to get these two pints of bile
flowing freely to make you feel "up anil
up ’dAmaxing in making bila flow freely
oekfor Carter's Little Liver Pllia
name
IOC and 25(. Stubbornly refute anything else,

by

YARN for rugs and hand knittlm
Samples and knitting directions fra
H A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Ma 155-|
SKATES sharpened. H. H. Crie Cl
for .quickest service, leave at 406 Mai
St., 3rd floor CRIES Iron shop.
2-]
HAULING waste and ashes, depend!
ble service.
ARTHUR ADOLPHSE1
Tel. 1399.___________ ______________ 156-|
DENTAL Notice—For the present wj
make appointments for Tuesday. Fa
day and Saturday. DR. J. H. DAMOff
Dentist over Newberry's 5 & 10c ston
Tel. Rockland 415-W or Waldoboro 81
155-1
SEXATOL Tablets, for malea onl|
gland product. Reconstructive iuuii
Increases metabolism and stlmuatea
healthy condition, 50c and *1 per bol
tie WALMSLEY. 373 Main 6t„ Reel
land.
1-1

Glamorous Marlene Dietrich, more exotic and exciting than ever be
fore, has the most picturesque role of her sensational career in Universal's
Always think before you act, bul
“Destry Rides Again.” Roaring out of the heart of the Old West to bring
you the most thrilling ., . most exciting . ,. most romantic entertainment don’t think too long about an
ever brougl^t to the screen!—adv,
swering intersting classified offers

Every -Other-Day
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Baker Will Speak

CAMDEN

National Figure In Audubon
Societies Will Tell Of
Maine Coast Birds

««««
GILBERT HARMON
Correspondent

AS JANET ENTERTAINED

Pape Seven

Gave To Cause
This And That

Local Finnish People Have
Worked Hard—Mrs. An
derson’s List

Funds collected by local Finnish
Tel. 713
John Hopkinson Baker of New
people before the present Hoover ef
York, executive director of the Na
fort are lo be listed in these columns.
tional Association of Audubon So Sydney L. G. Sutherland died Sat
A splendid piece of work was done,
urday,
in
Miami.
Fla.,
where
he
and
cieties, will be the guest speaker at
assuring
Knox County of a fine rec
the afternoon session of the third Mrs. Sutherland were spending the
By K. S. F.
ord in a most worthwhile endeavor.
winter.
He
had
been
in
ill
health
]
annual one-day midwinter confer
Today is presented collections
ence of the Garden Club Federation for several months. Mr. Sutherland
! made by Uuno Laila of Warren,
was
born
in
London,
and
was
partof Maine to be held Jan. 24, at the
An official of the Agricultural gratefully acknowledged in the cause
State House. Mr. Baker will give a ner in a large accounting firm in
Adjustment Administration tells us of Finland and humanity.
Boston and New York for about 40
that according to a recent study of Previously Reported' .............. $176.50
Charles A. Emery is confined to lecture, illustrated with colored mo
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Mills and
tion pictures on "Beautiful Birds of years, retiring two years ago. when
the period, the vigor of the early Unicn Fanners' Oo-op Trad
his
home
on
Pacific
street
by
a
son Donald, who have been visiting
the Maine Coast” in his talk on he and Mrs. Sutherland came to
Roman Republic was sapped by
relatives ln this city, have returned case of grippe.
ing Club ..........
200.00
"The Audubon Nature Camp for this town. He was a member of the
draining the farmers into the Friend of Finland ................... 50.00
to Providence, R. I.
local Rotary Club and Chamber of [
Adult
Leaders
in
Muscongus
Bay.
”
Roman legions.
The first in a series of three dra
Union Farmers’ Co-op Trad
A graduate of Harvard in 1915, he Commerce and had many frierids :
• • • •
Mrs. A. D. Morey was hostess matic readings given Tuesday aft
ing club Christmas Enter
has since become intimately ac here.
Ostriches are very strong and in
Tuesday afternoon at a dessert- ernoon at the Universalist Church
tainment .............................. 44.25
quainted with the various phases of The Methodist choir will meet
dependent
creatures
and
all
animats
bridge. Mrs. Maude Stover being a by Mrs. Eleanor Graham of Free
M. Kolhonen ............................ 15.00
An after-school party was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
conservation and what is being done with Mrs. Weston P. Holman at the
special guest. Mrs. Seabrook Greg port, was largely attended. Mrs.
I C. Stone Monday afternoon, when the sixth birthday of their daughter at African water holes find it best Churches of Warren............... 14.06
for wildlife protection and for the parsonage, Friday night at
Graham returns later in the season
‘ 30 Janet was merrily observed by several playmates. Nut baskets and favors to step aside when the ostrich Knights of Pythias ............... 11.00
ory won honors at contract.
1 development of nature study. Mr. o’clock for rehearsal.
' were in pastel green, harmonizing with the lighted birthday cake and ecn- comes down to drink.
to complete the lectures.
Mr. and Mrs U. J. Laiho..... 10.00
Baker has been a member of the
• • • •
annual mooiino nf lhe stnrk
terplece of cut flowers. Janet received some lovely gifts, ineluding a booMrs. Albert Homans of Glouces
of
yrflow ,.arnatio„s Novel(y hats were „,ven ,.arhPrize
Mr. and Mrs. John Kajander .. 10.00
Linnaean Society of New York since The annual meeting of the stockJim:
"Kipling's
'Recessional'
is
a
ter, Mass., who has been spending i Miss Minnie Diamond is spending
1924, serving as president since 1933, holders of the Camden National gamcs were won by Barbara Daniels and Sandra Perry. Mrs. Phyllis Leach
Clements Bros. Farms ........... 10.00
great poem."
a week as guest of Mrs. M. E. Hall | a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Nichand most active in the Society’s in Bank was held Tuesday. These dl- assisted with the games. Her guests were, left to right: Front row, Sally
Jake: "Wonderful, but how did he Oivw Kai linen ................. *...... 10.00
rectors were elected: C. W. Babb. I Cameron, Sandra Perry, Janet the hostess, Jean nene Learh, Marie Whalen
has returned home.
I olas Anzalone in Thomaston.
terests in wildlife conservation. He
7.00
j and Caroline Senter. Back row, Carol Kent, Nancy Leach and Barbara know the recession was coming?” Wm. Niemi..........................
Is also a member of the Nuttall Or
Daniels.
Kaarlo Nurmi .......................... 7.00
• • • •
Mrs. Helen Seavey entertained
Mrs. Elmer 8. Bird is entertain
nithological Club, the Cooper and H. Hobbs, J. Hugh Montgomery and
A geologist has learned that the A. Helin .................................... 5 00
ing the Thursday Charity Club to the Daytime Wives Club at a thim Wilson Clubs and an associate mem Charles C. Wood, who was elected ,ress Bessie Clark: associate con-, with a fish chowder and American
earth
is cooling off at the rate of K. Ahlhclm ............................. 5.00
ble
party
at
her
Court
street
home
day, the noon luncheon being the
pres’dent. T. J. French was elected ductress. Alice True; member of the I chop suey supper. The ski tow will
ber of the A O.U. since 1911.
one
degree
Centigrade in 8,000,000,- E. MelUn ................................. 500
first of the winter pacftics. The aft Monday. Lunch was served, and
Forty-four nature leaders of the cashier, John L. Tewksbury and finance committee for three years,' be in operation and tobogganing and 000 years, so we expect to stay a Henry liven .............................. 5.00
ernoon will be spent at sewing and Mrs. Letha Athearn and Miss Hat Garden Club Federation of Maine, Olive A. Coates, assistant cashiers.
Otto Miete ................................ 5.00
| Harold Ames.
skating will be in full swing. In the while longer.
tie Moon were special guests.
a social time.
Samuel B. Haskell of Dover-Foxschool teachers and other Maine
• • • •
Edgar Smith .......... ................ 5 00
Lodge
House
miniature
bowling
and
citizens have attended the Nature croft was a business visitor here Mr and Mrs. Edwm E Bond and
Another incident—the experience Andrew Juura .......................... 5 00
Mrs. Maud Shea of South Thom
other
games
will
be
enjoyed.
Mrs. Fred Veazie was hostess to
daughter, Barbara, of Waterville.
Study training classes at the Audu Tuesday.
Today is the last showing of "An of a Rockland lady while -in Florida. Pine Top PoultryFarsm ........ 5.00
T H E. Club this week, Mrs. Edward aston went Monday to Daytona bon Nature Camp on Hog Island, or
Joseph P. Smith of the United [Have been recent guests of his
5 00
Beach,
Fla.
other
Thin Man" at the Comique Riding in the country one day she Mi', and Mrs. H. A.Emmons ..
Boody winning first honors, Mrs.
ganized four yeafs ago under the di Brewers Industrial Foundation was brother and sister-in-law, Mr and
Theatre.
Friday and Saturday stopped at a roadside store to buy Hagerman . ............................. 5.00
David McCarty, substitute, having
the guest speaker at the Rotary Mrs. Richard Bond.
The
Breakfast-Bridge
Club rection of Mr. Baker,
there will be a double feature, in some needed things and had reason Friends .................................. 5.00
the travel prize and third honors
Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage of Au Club Tuesday. Visiting Rotarians
Miss Lillian Grey. Mrs. Laura
lunched
at
the
Copper
Kettle
Mon

cluding
"Pack Up Your Troubles” to use the telephone booth which William Anttila ...................... 5.00
going to Mrs. Louis Cook. Lunch
gusta. president of the Garden Club were Arthur Taylor and H P. Blod- Fuller and Miss Bessie Bowers will
day
with
Mrs.
John
O.
Stevens
as
and “Pride of Blue Grass'. Sun was in the back of the store. LateT Union Co-op Youth Club...... 5 00
eon was served after play.
hostess. Mrs. Harriet Frost and Federation of Maine, will preside at gett of Rockland and John Brewer be guests of Puritan Rebekah Lodge day Tex Fletcher, new radio and she stopped for other purchases at Church of Nazarene (North
the business session starting prompt, of Lewiston. Roger Calderwood of
Tenant's Harbor tonight,
Waldoboroi ........................ 400
screen star, will be on the stage in another place along the way and
Miss Ruth Ward was hostess Tues Mrs. Mary Southard won card hon ly at 10 a. m., when the Federation
the High School faculty was welDuring the month of December
ors
at
Mrs.
Stevens
home.
A.
T. Norwood ........................ 2.00
when
she
went
to
pay
found
that
person.
day night at her home on Masonic
____
activities for the spring will be out- corned as a new member.
3178 jxrsons used the facilities of
she had lost her purse. She hur- A. Riinanen .... ...................... 2.00
street at a surprise miscellaneous
Mrs. H. R. Mullen entertained 1,ned in two-minute talks by the
Mrs. Elwvn Foss of South Sud- the Y MC A. 1220 of these attended
shower, complimenting Miss Elea
"Blackington's Annual $2 Shoe ried back along the road and went I Burnheimer Bros...................... 2 00
Chummy Club Tuesday night. The 14 committee chairmen in keeping bury. Mass, has been visiting rela- organized gym classes, the remaininto the first shop and asked if a Mrs. O. Holmberg ................. 200
nor 8. Tibbetts and Miss Helen D.
bridge winners were Mrs. Pearl with the conference theme. "Looking tives in town. Mrs. Foss was for- [
attended club meetings and sale starts Friday, 9 a. m„ Jan. 12. purse had been found in the tele Erick Torvela ..... ................
2 00
Korpinen, whose engagements were
Forward."
Mrs.
Lucius
D.
Barrows
Look. Mrs. Frank Fields and Mis
merly Thelma Small of this town. bowled. 781 additional persons were For list read advertisement Page 7. phone booth. "No," the woman S. H Weston & Sons............. 2.00
recently announced. Following the
of
Augusta
is
general
chairman
of
—
adv.
Oeorge
H.
Thomas
returned
Wed[spectators
?f
the
various
activities.
E W. Freeman.
raid, “but here it Is. I found It in Starrett * Batchelder .......... 2.00
opening of many lovely gifts, lunch
the conference and the Kennebec
All wishing to join the newlv
..
..
„
j
xo.
v and
j
Alfred Storer ........................... 2 00
the road."
eon was served, and cards and games
Valley
Garden
Club
Augusta If.esday' from Portland where he atMrs. Arthur Doherty was hostess
New aprons. 80 square prints,
tended the opening and inspection ,formed Skating Club should be at
Victor
Jaaskela ......................... 2.00
"How
do
you
know
this
is
mine?"
were enjoyed. Guests were Miss
Nature Club members will assist as
colorful patterns. A weekend special
of Randall <St McAllister's new coal ' the lodge House Thursday night to Wednesday Eve Club last night, asked the honest lady.
Arthur Autio ............................ 2.00
Mary Veazie of Rockport. Mrs. Louis
hostesses. Mrs. Melvin E. Sawtellc
plant.
at 7.?0 when Ro'ae.t I'ntnevert >i at cards and late lunch. Mrs. Ray
at 25 cents. Vesper A. Leach
"Because you were the only one Chas. E. Starrett & Sons...... 2.00
Coltart. Mrs. Arthur Bowley, Mrs.
of Augusta is decoration and reser
Specialty store.—adv.
The annual installation of the ; Waterville will be present to give Foley, Mrs. Louis Ccok and Mrs. in here and it had to be yours."
Mr. and Mrs. Wats____ ____ 2.00
Richard Stoddard, Mrs. Langdon
vation chairman of the noon lunch
of Seaside Chapter. OE.S. i instruction. 0*MNS will be held David McCarty won high scores, and
• • • •
John Puolakka ........................ 1.00
eon. Mrs. William T. Noble and officers
Crockett. Mrs. Simon Hamalainen,
will be held Jan. 24. with District!«verT Thursday night and Sunday Miss Anne McLaughlin the travel
APPLETON RIDGE
Mrs. Archer L. Grover are co-chairThe writer spent Monday after- Aimo Kajander .....
Mrs. Walter Barstow, Miss Ethel
prize.
tnen of the housing committee. Mrs Deputy Grand Matron Gertrude afternoons.
noon on Masonic street and sat in ' F Salmi ..................
Hayes, Miss Virginia Wood, Miss
Several of the basketball players William R. Pattangall will be the Booth- of Rockland as installing ' The State Hi-Y Assembly will
Marion Vinal. Miss Vera Thompson,
a window where she could overlook Mrs. Nellie Lincoln
of
Islesboro High School were en hostess at a pre-conference business officer. These officers will be in- I meet Feb. 9-10. At this assembly
SCHOLARSHIPS I OR MUSIC
the street, watching three men1 w Lehto..................
Miss Elizabeth Snow, Miss Viola
PITILS
busy digging out snow from the Herman Stenfors....
Anderson and Miss Eleanor Harper. tertained at the homes of Thomas meeting of the 34 members of the stalled: Worthy matron, Blanche there will be several outstanding
MABEL F. LAMB offers threr Free
Williams, Mrs. Bertha Wentworth, executive board, Tuesday afternoon Bishop; worthy patron, Eugene speakers from out of the State.
Courses in Musicianship and Piano gutter to let the melted barrels of O Korpl
at 4 o’clock.
I Shaw; associate matron Maude, First in a series of social evenings Playing.
At Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. Cop L. N. Moody, and W. M. Newbert.
snow water run off into the brook; Toivo KiJpmen ..........
Laurence Whitney spent a few
Call 1026. Rockland
Felton; associate patron. John Fel- at the Lodge House at Hosmer's
per Kettle—20 felt hats were $3 and
a perfect piece of work and well Onni Wm Anderson
from It to 1 p m.; G to 7 p. m.
Adriel U. Bird came to Rock- ton; secretary. Louise Walker; Pond will be staged Friday night
$5, now $1—adv.
4-5 days recently at the home of his
done. Shortly a bevy of five-year E. E Leino .......... .....
5-6
father, Burt Whitney.
land by plane Tuesday to attend the j treasurer, Lillian Shaw: conduc- by the House Committee, starting
.....
olds looking like brownies came Harcld Drewct
Ronald Moody, son of Joseph j annual meeting of the John Bird
"Blackington's Annual $2 Shoe
along, and presto! almost before H. Lampinen
sale starts Friday, 9 a. m., Jan. 12. Moody, is ill with bronchial pneu- 1 q0 returning to Boston Wednesday,
you could way "Jack Robinson" Mru. Hilma Aho
monia.
’
_____
For list read advertisement Page 7.
they had carried snow enough to Hanne Lanke ........................... 100
Eleanor Fuller, Doris Hustus,
The Junior Women's Club met
—adv.
plug up the gutter as tight as a L. W Walker ......................... j qq
Dorothy Salo, Julia Mitchell, Bar- Monday night at the home of Mrs.
aimi a. Lehto..........................
1 oq
+ drum and happily went their way.
bara Wentworth, Lucy, Ruth and I Walter Barstow. Ocean street. Miss
Hulda Kivinen ........................ 100
Warren Moody attended the Apple- Emma Harding was announced as
Here is another incident that Mrs. M. C. Fuller ................. j 00
f>n High versus Rockland J. Vs a new member, and Miss Margaret
’’ makes for heart warming at the Marion Brown .....................
1 qq
| Friday at Community BuHdins.
Adams, acting treasurer, announced
. I telling. A Rockland lady some , Ananias Pletlla .................
Ruth Moody is at 1 lie’ home of i that the February meeting would be
time ago hurriedly paid the boy | Mr and Mi s. Frank Rowe
her parents for an indefinite stay. ' held at the home of Miss Jeannette
; j who brought her the Sunday paper Miss Jennie Cochrane
Stahl, Rankin street, with Misses
with a five-cent piece and five cop John Barry Parker
High Schohol Notes
Margaret Adams and Dorothy
pers. The next day the lad re W H. Robinson ....
The Islesboro boys and girls'bas- Uwry fcsisllng hostesses. Mrs.
turned to the lady and said, "Here Mrs. Wallace ..........
^^1iACamS ,P.la'Vel at Appleton oonajd Coughlin will conduct the +
is your $5 gold piece you gave me E. M Overlook
Wednesday night. The girls’ score program on "Government”. Miss ' ♦
122 Pairs $5.00 Polly Prestons Dress Shoes (all colors) ............................ $2.00
for a penny." Needless to say the Floyd A Benner
was Islesboro. 30. Appleton 7. The Edith Bicknell gave an enlighten-I?
newsboy went his way with a full
133 Pairs 3.50 and 3.95 This Winter’s Novelties ......................................... 2.00
Appleton girls were handicapped by ing talk on "Parisian Art”. The J
share of the gold coin. Good hon
Total .......
the absence of three members of
$684 40
2.00
social hour that followed was given ■? 83 Pairs 4.50 Sport Modernattes (black and brown) ....................................
est boys there are in Rockland.
the squad because of illness, but the over to a white elephant tree and (*
100 Pairs 4.50 Dress Modernettes (black and brown)................................. 2.C0
• • • »
girls fought hard.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
tea was served.
Out
in
Wisconsin
they have been
22
Pairs
3.50
Black
and
Brown
Walkmore
Oxfords
......................................
2.00
The boys game was one of the
Mrs Mahlon Palmer Ls seriously
ccunting their lakes and like Maine ill with pneumonia.
most exciting of the year The score
18 Pairs 3.50 Odd Pair Sport Shoes (leather sole)........................................... 2.00
I was close throughout, but resulted ,
they have a great number, in fact
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brown
* 14 Pairs 3.50 Odd Pair Sport Shoes (crepe sole) ........................................... 2.00
Friday and Saturday
they beast 6.138 of the water pools. and daughter Jean, and Oliver
ln a victory for Appleton 28-25.
* • • •
Before the games, the Community j
+
31 Pairs 2.95 Sandals (blue, brown and black) .............................................. 2.00
Brown of Bath were guests Sunday
SO
YOU
WANTED
It was left for Robert Louis of relatives here.
Club served a free supper for tlie. i
|
20 Pairs 2.95 Wedges (black and brown) ................................................... 2.00
Stevenson to tell us that every
visiting teams.
Miss
Gertrude
Winchenbach
SOMETHING NEW? * 80 Pairs 3.50 and 3.95 Patent and Kid Colored Novelties.......................... 2.00
heart that has beat strong and passed the weekend In assisting
After tlie games, the group
cheerfully has left a hopeful im Mrs. Al. Boggs whose husband is ill.
danced and played games. Tlie j
+ 30 Pairs 3.50 Junior Heel “Duchies” (black and brown) ........................ 2.00
pulse behind it in the world and
Alfred Davis who was injured re
Islesboro teams and faculty were
bettered the tradition of mankind. cently when hit by a car, is some
*
Sizes 3 to 9%
Widths AAAA to C
hospitably entertained in various j
• • • •
what improved, although yet suf
homes where they spent the night, |
That's what we're doing in these
I Make Your Selections Early
Buy Them Large Enough
Dr William H. Wright, director
fering from burns sustained while
returning to Islesboro the next
of the Lick Observatory, is very
reductions .. . thawing out wal
carrying two palls of hot water at
morning.
No Charges
No Memos
AU Sales Final
happy over the new camera-tclc- the time.
lets that have “won't" written all
sccpe
known technically as a
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Chubbuck
over them.
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
double astrographic camera that of North Quincy and Raymond
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Mount Hamilton in California has Chubbuck of Dorchester, have been
On the warm things you need.
just been given. This will be most visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rogers.
On the stylish things you didn’t
useful and helpful in the study of Mr. Rogers is confined to the house
310 MAIN STREET,
.
ROCKLAND, ME.
receive for Christmas and on spe
the Milky Way.
with grippe.
G R A p H I C 5
IF-*
• • • •
cial apparel you can wear this
The Union Ladies Aid met last
MARLENE
JAMES
Hint—Save your lemon halves Thursday with Mrs. Dorothy Win
$4>+444>-F+4>«:-*4>4»i>4>4-4"F'i*
summer . . . here are prices that
after the juice has been extracted. chenbach and elected as officers.
will change your ’’No" into
theatre
They can be put to several house Mrs. Anna Winchenbach, president;
“NOW."
hold uses. They are helpful in Mrs. Clara Winchenbach, vice
cleaning wcoden draining and mix president; Bessie Wallace, secre
SUNDAY, JAN. 14
ing boards and when dipped in salt tary; and Orethcl Winchenbach,
Friday and Saturday
New Radio and Screen Star
will remove tarnish from brass. treasurer The next meeting will
ALL SUITS
TEX FLETCHER
They aho will remove stains from be Jan. 18 with the secretary as
In Person—On the Stage
in broken sizes
the hands.
hostess.
Tn conjunction with the showing
• • • •
Mrs. Amy Bliven who has been
$19.50, $24.50, $29.50
of
"Do yen play golf ?" lie asked of seriously 111 with pneumonia, is
TIX
the simple but blushing maiden.
gradually recovering.
CMm
MkU
Mm
"Dear. me. no", she bashfully re
Y oil II have many tlayo of troublesome beating
••T he
CovF’jy”
WINNINGER • AUER • DONUVY
plied, "I don t believe I shculd even
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. Copper
OVERCOATS
-if yon phone your order for DA If Anthracite know how to hold the caddies."
Kettle, hand bags, suede and calf,
Ml
at these same prices
• • • •
today. This Pennsylvania Hard Coal is a fuel of
reduced.—adv.
4-5
War
has
never
and can never
tested
quality
—
especially
prepared
for
home
Showing a Saving of $5
Howard W. Beale of Friendship is
heating use. Onee you've tried DA II Anthracite preve which side is right, which
has justice on its side. It can only attending a meeting of representa
or $6 a Garment
— you'll know it’s the only short cut to
NOW PLAYING
prove which side is the stronger.
tives of the S-'notone Corporation
OUN3 NADONAl PlCTUfftS. log
heuting comfort.
“EARL OF CHICAGO"
• • • •
AS
in New York. A tour of inspection
with
Shipbuilding on the West Coast
of the factory at Elmsford, N. Y„
FRIJSAT., JAN. 12-13
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
CALL 487
is being revived in many cargo ship
will be made on Friday.
5‘lt
Double Feature
EDWARD ARNOLD
TODAY
erders and that is worth thinking
Tack Up Your Troubles’
about.
CHARLES BICKFORD
• • • •
TEL. 294
“Pride of the Blue Grass”
BARTON MacLANE in
ROCKLAND
519 MAIN ST.,
It is difficult to believe that even
416 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME.
in this brilliant age 50 percent of I U fldzrty Berz«*. rMtlat atakw aad dis- I
"MUTINY IN THE BIG HOUSE"
SATURDAY—BIG CASH NITE
the people of the world still carry I trew from female functional "irregular- I
Not Required To Purchase a
I itien” beep you from having fun tn life— I
amulets
or other charms to protect I take Lydia E. PinUma'e VegeUbUCww I
Ticket to Win
Shown Mat 2.M, Erg. (.34. ».M
PENNSYLVANIA
HARD
COAL
THE
FAVORITE
pound, made «.peiiellyio kelp eueh ran I
rnntlnuotn Saturday 2.00 to 10.30
them aeainst had luck or evil I^dotrn.
Three Allnnte Time Limit
weak, ailing troaen. fr* Ml
■
Sunday. Matinee 3 o’clock
JT« ITT-T-T W
spirits.

Breakfast Bridge Club members
had luncheon this week at the Cop
per Kettle with cards in the after
noon at the home of Mrs. John O.
Stevens. Mrs. Ray Eaton was a
special guest, honors going to Mrs.
Harriet Frost and Mrs. J. N. South
ard.

(ho

BLACKINGTON’S
QlL ANNUAL $2 SHOE SALE

STARTS FRIDAY 9 A. M.

ONE WEEK ONLY

JANUARY 12 to 20

T

Knox County

pocketbooks get

mustard footbath

BLACKINGTON’S

ComiquE

DIETRICHSTEWART4

Hie Short Cut to Com/orf

Is A Quick Call For

D&H ANTHRACITE

★

I

GREGORYS

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Strand 1

DARK

FOR WOMEN WHY!

F. very-Other-Day
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With Extension agents
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN
„r. FARM BUREAU

Down In St. Pete

“Central Maine” Day

‘G. H. R.” Let* Interesting
Light On Controversial

Wiring For Lighting

Subject Of Trailers

system, were Ralph 8. Chase and j and also for the general llluminaHOPE
] tion of the merchandise, while
Robert W. Hudson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wentworth
local lighting of the higher value
Is required for special merchandise and Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson Jr.
Light For Selling
displays.
J are heading the committee for the
The lighting must be planned to Bowery Ball to be held Friday ln
Store Illumination has developed meet all of the needs of the par- the Camden Opera House. Otis
i DeanJ orchestra will furnish the
into the new art of "selling with ticular store.
------------------music and the proceeds will be used
light." New methods and new
for the 'Infantile Paralysis Fund.
equipment have been devised to
CUSHING
Miss Clara Brownell who Is at
meet the requirements of stores of
tending
a school for beauty culture
different kinds. The importance of
Mrs, Marlon E. Rivers
creating a suitable store atmos- ( Marion Rivers, 67, wife of Charles ln Lewiston spent the holidays with
phere has not been overlooked, but c Wvm formerly of
town died her parents Mr and Mrs. D. F.
the emphasis Is on selling more Dec J0
home
Washington, Brownell.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Barrett ob
merchandise for the store owner.
after a long Illness, which was
Thousands of merchants in all borne with the greatest of fortitude served their golden wedding anni
parts of the country know from and courage. Even after partially versary quietly on Christmas Day
their own experience that lighting
on one sj(je $he continued at the home of their son, Reuben
used liberally and correctly in- j
thought of her work and won- Barrett. Their daughter Mrs. Ralph
creases their volume of sales and dered how
would manage her Pearse and family’ were also guests
their profits. It ts now recognized household affairs with her hand so Mr. and Mrs. Barrett received lovely
that good lighting ln show windows, helpless until the very last, she gifts and cards from friends and
luminous store fronts, and up-to- endeavored to do as she had so long relatives who wish them many more
date luminous signs, as well as
working when ill or well as years of prosperity and happiness
good lighting ln the interior of the long as
stand
together.
The Sowing Circle met recently
store are essential If a store is to , she ieaves beside her husband,
do a thoroughly good selling Job. ’ two daughters. Misses Ernestine and at the home of Mrs Willard Brown.
While more light is usually the Rita Rivers, who did all in their
Mrs. Eleanor Payson returned
first requirement, more light Is not power to alleviate her sufferings. Sunday ^fternoon from a visit with
the whole answer to the problem caring for her most devotedly, em- Mrs. Alice Marrlner and Mr. and
ob better store lighting. The light- ploying many physicians, hoping Mrs Raymond Libby In Lincolnville.
Ing must be ample, of the right that In some way her life could be
Allle Dunton sustained a cracked
kind and delivered ln the right spared. Interment was ln Fair View rib while working in the woods last
way in the right jjlaces
Cemetery, Jefferson. Many from week.
The right kind of lighting is free out of town attended, Including Mr. I Donald Crawford Jr.. Is spending
from glare and Is Af the correct ln- Rivers' brother Donald Rivers, and the week at the* home of his aunt
tensity and distribution for Its Mrs Rivers of Brighton, Mass,
Mrs. C. A. Dumon.
purpose. Widely distributed, llghtThe CIS group of the Sunday
A ship of 1000 tons can carry a school met Friday night at the
tag that is free from harsh contrusts, is required for the general cargo equal to that of a caravan of home of Mr and Mrs Elroy Bever
interior Illumination of the store 6000 camels.
age.

The economics of wiring for light
St. Petersburg, Fla.. Jan. 8
ing depend upon the performance of
,hh
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
lamps, which are extremely sensi
“I don't know whether I like this tive to voltage conditions. The
trailer business or not," observed economy of operation of a lighting
! Samoset Jones to his wife Sarah, as system is largely a matter of main
Agriculture
, hall. Jan 24; and Orff's Corner at the club agent, also helped to plan they sat on the front porch in the taining proper voltage at the sock
A meeting will be held at Waldo- the Community House. Jan. 25.
a demonstration which will be giv- dusk of a winter evening.
et. This depends on the site of wire
en
publicity in the spring.
, "But If I owned one of those con- used in the feeders and branch cir
boro on Jan 15. starting at 10 a. m
With the Homes
• • • •
traptions I think I’d take a lesson
National and Municipal
Th? subject will be the "1940 Agri
Evangeline Lunn and Barbara frQm Mr &nd Mrg Wl]„am Todd cuits,
The following officers and projeet
Codes provide minimum standards
cultural Cons;rva;ion Program
Swift, members of the Cheerio 4-H whQ ftrf spending their thlrd win.
Oscar Wyman, assistant crop spec- leaders were elected at planning
for safety and are not concerned
of Jefferson, will receive blue rib- ter at southward Ho trailer camp
with adequate wiring from the
ialist, will be present to discuss the meetings:
bons as champions of a contest on out on pjfth avenue
Mrs.
use of lime and superphosphate and
Rockland:
Chairwoman
i standpoint of economy of operation
judging the good and bad points
near as j can understand the
.
... _______ i
, nor from the standpoint of economy
care of farm manure. Although John Oardner; secretary. Mrs. , . , ,
of school lunches which was con- Todds have planted their trailer on wRh future
th
two
the meeting is for community com- Irene Levenseler; foods leader, ducted by the club agent at a meet- ' a 26 foot plot of land out there and
must *
llghUng
Mrs
Eunice
Morse
and
Mrs.
Harm ttee members, all farmers and
ing. Jan. 4. at June Hall's home. | allowed it to grow. So far, it has
others interested in the program old Dana: clothing leader. Mrs. The agent also explained how to sprouted a screened in front porch i and electrical engineer and your
man|
Georgia Rhodes; and home
electrical contractor. These men
are invited
keep personal accounts and the with a bug-proof floor and a fancy
agement leader, Mrs. Ruth Levenare trained and experienced at
I1fallowing girls enrolled to start Jan. j six-sided front doorstep of solid handling lighting problems and are
At the Aina planning meeting seler.
1 to keep them for one year: Evan- . stone, and when I w’as up there last (I constantly on the lookout for new
Aina: Chairwoman, Mrs. Helen
there was a great deal of interest
geline Lunn. Betty Hodgkins, A.- ' week, there was a live Christmas
developments, which may be used
in forestry wo k. Prank Harding, "Erskine; secretary. Mrs. Louise 1
lene Hallowell. Martha Bond, Bar- tree all equipped ja-lth colored glass
to further Increase the efficiency
who already has several thousand Jewett; foods leader. Mrs. Chrisbara Swift, and Ida Jones.
! balls and such gewgaws, growing ln
and decrease the cost of your elec
tina Albee; clothing leader. Mrs
• • • •
■ the front yard.
trical system.
sidering fir for Christmas trees Nina Chaney; and home manage
The Orff's Corner Bean club
"I never thought muc’ about it
In Central Maine Power Com
Rceer Reed, who has several acres ment leader, Mrs Ella Erskine,
elected Thomas Bragg president before, but Just because a trailer
pany's new store, adequate wiring
of wasteland, is also planning to
....
for the new year at a meeting at comes all fitted out with four wheels
A t:a:ning class for clothing
is installed, which not only will
set some fir.
the home of their leader. Albert and a double-jointed whlffletree, it
provide for proper voltage at every
leaders was held Jan. 10. the subElwell. Other officers elected were: j doesn't necessarily follow that the
socket, but which allows for an ex•
The town of Aina is considering I ject "Smart Cuts in Sewing" at the Roland Bragg, vice president; June ■ owner has to keep it rolling.
panslon of fifty per cent.
town Wiscasset club rooms. Dinner was
the possibility of having
Reed, secretary and treasurer;
"Stop a trailer anywhere and it
The complete electrical installa
forest from which part of their tax served at noon by Mrs Helena Clayton Hoak. club teporter; Don- becomes a house. The bigger the
money will be obtained from the Hodgdon and Mrs Laura Evans aid Achorn, cheer leader; and trailer, the bigger the house. Hang tion for this store was performed by
the combine of House-Sherman. Inc
wood and lumber cut. W H Keene, Clothing leaders who attended: Helen Hoch, color bearer.
Ice , out a yellow canvas porch supported
tax collector. Is interested in a plan Mrs Nina Cheney. Aina; Mrs. Ad cream and cake were served by an iron frame; add screens and and Francis E. Havener. These men
of this kind and feels that It will ney tPerk Nobleboro; Mrs Flor- follow.ng the meeting.
, curtains; annex a fe-v of these were responsible ffor interpreting
be a help to the tax payers of the ence Prentice. Bristol; Mrs Elsie
' Australian pines; plug in the city : the plans and specifications and for
1 Installing panels, feeders and cir
ccmmun.ty This la the first town Stover and Mrs. Ett e Maclnms.
The Fox Islanders of Vinalhaven 1 lights and water system; park the |
in the county that has considered Boothbay; Mrs
Mary Dunton. met w :.h Mildred Brinkworth for car in the back yard, and you’ve got cuits. which would not only carry
this type of revenue. There are and Mrs. Lillian Fitch, Montsweag; their Jan 5 meeting. The cooking an estate which isn't to be sneezed the speclflled loads but would allow
for the future growth, mentioned
many others that should follow Mrs. Viola Mae Lucier, Damaris- g.rls made (fried fruit candy, c. g.. at.
above
icotta;
and
Mrs
Ruth
Carney.
Aina s example
stuffed dates with peanut brittle
"Then all you have to do Is 6hed
The wiring system is a 3-phase, 4
'
Sheepscot This meeting was at and ginger
Mrs. Marbara Nut- ; your hat and coat, pay the park
Planning meetings will be held tended by Miss Charlotte Cleaves, ting is leader and Mrs Dewey owner $10 or $12 for a month's rent wire, 120-208 volt system for light
next week as follows: Tuesday. Jan. clothing specialist from Orono,
—and go play shuffleboard. If a ing and a 220 volt system for power
Brown is her assistant.
• • • •
16 Whitefield, at the Orange hall;
, tax collector comes snoopin’ 'round and heating
The 3-phase system for lighting
4-11 Club Notes
Richard Swift and Frank Flagg give him a dirty look, and send him
Jan 19. Friendship, at the church
Ethel Rackliff and Olive Cline »?re the two winners, respectively.' over to see the park owner. He Is comparatively new and requires
ve. try. A 4-H club meeting will be
considerable study In order that the
held Thursday night, Jan. 18. at ol Spruce Head were champions of of judging contests on garden and doestheworrying;you don't
lighting load may be balanced even
Cecil Hallowell's in Jefferson.
a contest on judging the good and chick record sheets conducted by "Sounds
good."said Sarah.
For the week of Jan 22. the fol- had points of holders at their meet- the club agent at a meeting of the
" Tis good." agreed Sam. "At least ly on three phases, thus permitting
lowing meetings will be held: West mg Saturday afternoon, Jan 6. at Jeffercnian Farmers 4-H. Jan. 4. it’s a dumb sight more sensible than efficient operation of the system.
Aina at Garrison Hill Orange hall, 'he home of their leader. Mrs at Theodore Halls home
Cecil hiring a bedroom in some hotel, or A great deal of credit is given to the
paying $600 or $700 for a house like Je.ectrical contractors, who perJan. 22; Camden, at the Orange Miriam Cline. Miss Lucinda Rich. Hallowell Is leader.
some of these Has Beens down here 'ormed their task to perfection and
saddle themselves with every season. in a specified length of time.
with 19 363 in 1938 No check is
ORFF'S_____
CORNER
Everyone will be well repaid If he
“And the best part of it all is
made on the number of fish taken
visits
the basement and examines
Mr
and
Mrs
Omen
Luke
have
thb:
Just
bccause
can
hitch
u
r
------- .
but more than 2.000 bears were beSome Astonishing Figures lieved killed and the bird shooting moved to Bath where Mr Luke has and Pul1 out an>' tlme you feel llke the main electrical service board.
The Power Company Engineers.
! it, you don’t have to. When you
As To What Sportsmen was the best in 10 wars The flsh- employment.
flnd
a
neighborhood
you
like,
you
,
who
laid out the complete electrical
ing season started slow "but was
Calvin H Elwell and mother Mrs
Did In Maine Last Year
■ ' ’
=====
summer Albert Elwell were visitors Sunday can stay there as long as you want ="
excellent
during the
to, and when it comes time to go! serration and fostered such discus
Hunters and fishermen pur. months."
in Elmore and Martinsville.
home in the spring, the feller who j sions. Nearly 100900 people visit
cha-sd 202.155 licenses for which
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Jackson and owns the park will stow your trailer j St Pete every winter, all in prac
daughter Ramona of Bath were ln a big garage for the summer, and tically the same status as Sam and
they paid $333713 to the Depart
callers
Sunday on his parents Mr. have it back in its old familiar place Sarah, and In hundreds ot apart
ment of Inland Fisheries and Game
and Mrs W. A Jackson.
ments, hotels, trailers, and even on
when you get back in the fall.
during 1939. according to figures Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
“That’s what the Todds have the benches in the parks, similar
Mrs. Cecil H Keene and Infant
Among the several events lately
made public by Commissioner
Btcbie
Despite the fact that held for the benefit of Finnish re son Sherwood have returned home been doing for the past three years discussions were in progress daily,
and they seem to thrive on it. All
Even Sarah was favorably imweather conditions hampered both lief was one at Community Building from Gardiner Hospital
the
bother
of
towing
that
slick
look,
pressed
by the appearance of South
the hunting and fishing activities sponsored and organized by Eddie
Mr. and Mrs Hairy Creamer and
these figu:es were nearly equal to Whalen of Rockland at absolutely Mrs Mabelle Porter were Bath visi ing land cruiser of theirs north In ward Ho park, with Its abundance
the spring and south in the fall, is of big shade trees and winding
those of 1938 when 204922 persons no prefit to himself. The featured tors Tuesday.
done
away with at a total cost of one avenues along -which the trailers
artists
were
Mai
McNeil
and
his
paid $335976 32 for the privilege of
The Bean Club met Jan. 2 with
Texas Trailers who took 50 percent its leader Albert Elwell to re-ergan- lone tenspet. And when they close were parked like little cottages on
using their rods and guns.
up their cottage at Crescent Beach a campground up North. For »n
Non-resident
sportsmen
who of the gross. An orchestra for the ize and elected as officers: President,
and the white caps start piling up extra 50 cents a week the resident
dance
was
hired,
advertising,
print

bring many hundreds of thousands
Thomas Bragg; vice president, Ro
in Muscle Ridge channel, they can trailer owners can have a stone
of dollars of new money into the ing, pay for police and firemen on land Bragg; secretary and treasurer,
climb
aboard the front half of their flagged patio Installed alongside
State were more numerous than in I duU' aud $35 rental for the hali left June Reed; reporter. Clayton Hoak:
footloose
Florida villa and drop an their rolling homes. This gives them
1938 with 41 454 fishermen and 5 - | a balance of exactly $15. which was cheer leader. Donald Achorn; color
chor 2930 miles south right in thc an extra room for receiving guests
turned
over
immediately
to
the
Re

202 hunters obtaining permits as’
bearer. Helen Hoch. Lucinda Rich, lee of their own kitchen, without or to use as a sun parlor and gen
against the previous year's totals lief Fund.
county club agent explained per
eral loafing place. There Is a store
It being Christmas Day there were sonal account books. Thomas Bragg. any trouble at all.
of 43.833 and 5.271. Residents pur
“Well, ycu make It sound reason there, a big community hall for enso
few
at
the
matinee
that
the
show
Almada B agg. Donald Achorn. I able,” said Sarah, “but I always tertainnenta and parties, shufflechased 155,499 licenses which was a
cancelled and tickets made good
little below the 1938 total of 158.851 was
tor the evening performance when
\’JIXl aTcountato ' th°Ught
tr‘Ue"
' board courts, benches, hammocks,
The total paid by residents was a total of 654 were admitted. This
and ether appliances for community !
aid Xrt E ** b‘8 en0Ugh
r°Und
”
$172,229.51 but this was nearly small attendance and small net for 194°
,
“Mebby so, mebby so." Sam agreed comfort. Including baths.
equalled by non-residents who
well made and served ice cream with
women are built so they’d
One retired Army officer liked the
the splendid cause was very dis
turned over $181.483 49 to the decake. The next meeting will
have trouble turning around in a place so well he built a cottage with
appointing to Mr. Whalen who
pa: tment's coffers.
Jan. 19 at the leaders home
ten-acre lot."
a big £'one fireplace In it as an adworked hard for the project through
Commissioner Stobie said that he
* * ’ ’
' "How you do notice things. Sam.” dltion to his trailer. The general
a desire to co-operate with his
was well pleased with the figures
Mrs. Katheryn Ludwig
said garah miidiy.
I opinion among the park residents is
scores of young Finnish friends and
as he had expected them to be conKatheryn. wife of Roy Ludwig,
an cjd saiior to get things' that he slipped one over when he
patrons at Oakland Park during the
s'derably less. He pointed out that
died Friday night at her home here fixed up com;ortabie The way Bill constructed this permanent addition
summer.
after a few days illness of pneu- Todd has got that iay0Ut of his ( to his rolling stock, and, If his land
all of the money received would be
Eddie Whalen, Rockland.
expended in conservation and
monia.
squared off and secured, he’s got rent is only 50 cents additional per
Mrs. Ludw.g, who was Katheryn room enough t0 take ln boarders." I week, he certainly did.
piopagation work to help assure
Jackson, only daughter of the la*
Sarah sniffed suspiciously. "Sam ! A retired physician has his trailer
THORNDIKEVILLE
that Maine’s hunting and fishing
Anson
and
Louise
Jackson
is
surj
j
Ones, you're not trying to argue onthe lot nextto Mr. and Mrs.Todd
wdl always be good. "The number
Mr and Mrs. W S. Lothrop en vlved by her husband and
five j me jnto living in a trailer, are you?" and has occupied that same site
of non-residents who come to Maine
"I ain’t arguing," replied Sam. "I’m for the past three years at least.
is especially gratifying," he said, tertained at dinner Sunday Mr. and daughters Daphne, Lyle, Joyce.
“as everyone of these visitors spend Mrs. Nathan Bogle of East Union Dorothy and Ruth the eldest nine I telling you. Maybe you and me arc Elsewhere in the park is a professor
years old and thc youngest
only I getting a mite too old to go galli- of something or other, some retired
cons.de: able money for guides, and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Crotteau.
The
farmers
are
harvesting
ice
17
months;
her
mother
Mrs.
Louise
( vantin 'round the country in a school teachers, business men and
equipment, accommodations and
other necessities. Although no ac which Is of excellent quality and Jackson; and brother Ralph Jack-1 trailer, but that doesn't mean it other recreation-seeking adventurers
son.
wouldn’t be a lot of fun. I can't of the open road, who have settled
curate figures on the amount of 15 inches thick.
Funeral
services
were
held
Mon

even
run an automobile without get down here right off Fifth avenue In
money involved are available Stobie
Mrs. Elenora Ingraham is in
estimates that it ran into the mil Union at the home of her cousin day afternoon at the home of her ting myself into trouble once In a almost the center of the Bmellas
Mrs. William Bryant for the winter. mother at Feyler's Corner and were while, let alone having a house peninsula Immediately adjacent to
lions.
all outdoors and abundant health.
A breakdown of licenses figures
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pushaw ac largely attended Rev. O G Bar hitched onto It. No, I guess maybe
It seemed to Sam that thl* was
we
’
ll
continue
as
is.
All
the
same
I
showed 62 579 resident fishing, 76.- companied by Mrs. Stanley Hill of nard officiating. Interment was in
following the line of least resistance
knew
a
good
thing
when
I
see
It.
”
Shuman
cemetery.
191 resident hunting and 14.5591 Union were in Boston recently
Sam and Sarah enjoyed these ln search of a pleasant winter.
resident combination permits. Un-1 where Mrs. Pushaw consulted a
O. H. R.
little
discussions, about people and
GLEN COVE
der the non-resident totals there • specialist.
things in St. Petersburg. Sam was
were: 8.233. 15-day, 3 988 season. I Ernest Howard is a patient at
Mr. anod Mrs. Hollis Merry of constantly discovering new ways of
9.087 30-day. 930 exchange, 3.049 Knox Hospital,
Portland were guests Sunday of Mr. living as adapted to the Florida cli
junior and 16 167 three day fishing , Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill and
and Mrs. Charles L. Oregory.
mate, but hardly practical in the
licenses. Hunters purchased 3.384 Frances Howard of South Hope
R. W. Studley and C. L. Studley North, where snow and cold weather
deer. 1 649 bird and 37 Junior bird 1 were guests Sunday of Mr. and
are employed at the Bok property is a major consideration in the pat
licenses.
Mrs. Albert Brown at Morses Cor ln Rockport.
tern of everyone’s existence.
Stob e po nt«d out that one out of ner, Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs Walter Crossman of
Both Sam and his wife had been
evz:y five res dents of the state
Arthur
Upham and
Donald ! Bangor recently visited Mr and Mrs. too busy raising a family and get
Help IS Miles of Kidney Tubes
were interested enough in hunting Pushaw are cutting wood for Harry
E. B. Hall.
ting the children up to a point
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
and fishing to buy a license and Pushaw.
If you have an eiccsa of acida in your blood
Mrs. Elwyn Foss of Sudbury, where they would be properly
your
15 miles of kidney tubes may be over
p.edicted that this figure would In
Russell Upham of Rockport was Mass., has been guest this week of equipped to look after themselves, worked.
These tiny filters and tubes are working
crease from year to year.
and night to help Nature rid your system of
a visitor Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Oregory.
to give any thought to their own day
eicess acids and poisonous waste.
"The amount of fish and game his mother. Mis. Ada Upham.
When disorder of kidney function permit!
personal enjoyment. Therefore their poisonous
matter to remain in your blood, it
taken was tremendous but we be
E W. Lassell is in Beverly, Mass.,
problem of how to get the most may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
RADIO REPAIRING
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
lieve that our conservation and for the winter.
All makes serviced and recon pleasure out of their declining days nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, head*
piopagaticn program coupled with
Miss Thursa Lunt of Warren is ditioned. Costs of parts and was a new one to them both. The aches and dissiness. Frequent or scanty pas*
sages with smarting and burning sometimes
splendid na ural condit.ons will well visit, ng Mrs. Lester Merrill.
work estimated. Tubes tested fact that they were in a city which show# there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
free of charge.
take care of it," he scld.
specialized in this matter, and I* Kidneys may need hsln the same aa bowels,
so
tslt your druggist for Doan's nils, used sue*
MAINE MUSIC CO.
F.guies on the deer kill released
Parsley Is more than a garnish on
constantly devising new ways and cessfully
by millions for over 40 years. Thsy
Frank Winchenbach, Service
give
happy relief and will help tha 1ft milm of
recently showed that 19,187 of the the platter; green parsley is very
Dept.
3Th-tf means directed toward that very kidney tubes flush out Poisonous wests from
whitetalls were taken as compared rich in laon.
end, gave them opportunity for ob- your^blood. Wet Doan's Pills,

HH

Hunting-Fishing

Attendance Small

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

1

“YOU’LL FIND ME AT YOUR FORD

(.“I’M IN FIRST-CLASS

DEALER'S —the best man in town

.CONDITION. I've been checked

to do business with. When you

over by skilled mechanics

buy me, you get a square deal with no

trained in factory methods, men who

ifs, ands or buts about it—and I come

know their business (and I’m their

to you backed by the fine reputation

business!). In every way, you’ll find

your Ford dealer has built up through

me a used car you can be proud to

years of business in this community.

drive.

2

“I'M YOUR CHOICE OF MAKE

“AND LAST, BUT CERTAINLY NOT

AND MODEL. Your Ford dealer

j LEAST, you’ll find me easy to buy.

is selling new cars so fast that

i Priced at rock-bottom, because

the used cars of all makes he takes

the extra volume of business your

in trade give him the widest selection

Ford dealer does in used cars lets him

in town. You can pick and choose —

keep prices low and value high. And

you can be sure the car you buy is

sold on low-cost finance terms ar

. the car you want.

ranged to suit your personal budget."

Don't buy any used car
until you see us!
WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 475

WALDOBORO, ME.
TELEPHONE 61

